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Keep an eye on our website (cz-usa.com) and webstore (shop.cz-usa.com) for updates to our 
products and accessories throughout the year.

Watch for CZ-USA firearms to be featured on Petersen’s Hunting Adventures® on the Sportsman 
Channel, CZ-USA’s GunDog TV on the Outdoor Channel as well as Project Upland and Endless 

Migration, which are published online.

We’re always posting new products and event info on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and 
our website. Visit us online and share your own photos, videos and experiences with other CZ 

enthusiasts by tagging us.

@czusafirearms

And don’t forget the wealth of information shared by CZ users on the message boards:

czfirearms.us and czforum.com

For product questions, email us at info@cz-usa.com or give us a call at 1-800-955-4486.

Česká Zbrojovka, CZ, Bren, CZ Scorpion, CZ-P-09, Dan Wesson and Huglu are trademarks of CZ-USA  
or Česká Zbrojovka  a.s.  All other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners, who are not associated with CZ-USA. 

CZ-USA reserves the right to make changes to products, specifications and pricing at any time.

2020 will certainly be a year of innovative products for us here at CZ-USA 
and Dan Wesson! The most obvious is the DWX — combining the quality 
and craftsmanship of the Dan Wesson pistols with the high capacity and 
great feel of a CZ. The efforts of our design team and product managers 
have created a very special pistol that not only shoots well, it is also 
incredibly good looking.

 Innovation can also be seen in our shotgun line, where we have a patent 
pending system in our All-Terrain series that holds shells in the gun when 
it is open. It may seem like a small thing, but it helps our customers be 
more safe when in the field hunting, which is always a positive. 

In our rimfire line we saw great innovation last year with the release of 
the 457 series. With many upgrades and improvements over our 455, it 
is proving to be very popular with customers. To bring something new to 
this line, we developed our own aluminum chassis to give shooters even 
more options when choosing a CZ rifle to compete with.

As we move forward with our manufacturing goals here in the United 
States, our team is always working to bring fresh ideas to the market. We 
have one of the most diverse sets of products in the firearms industry 
and will continue to strive for innovation. It is important to us to always 
provide the quality and reliability our customers have come to know us 
for while still being at a price point that a regular person can afford.

Thank you very much for your patronage!

Alice Poluchova  
CZ-USA President 
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CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S2 
MICRO PISTOL W/ FOLDING BRACE 

9mm Luger | Black
With a 4” barrel, HB Industries short handguard and a folding SB Tactical brace, this new variant of the diminutive 

Scorpion Micro takes into account input from the CZ fan base. Replacing the previous Micro that was equipped 
with a collapsible brace, this version also gets a more minimal flash can muzzle device and Magpul MBUS back-up 

iron sights.

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 PISTOL 
9mm Luger | Black polymer

With dead-simple blowback operation, the Scorpion will chew through an ammo stockpile in no time flat. Based 
on our tried-and-true A1 submachine gun, the Scorpion Pistol and all of its variants revolve around the same 

principle — less is more. With fewer moving parts in general and over-built, robust components, the Scorpion 
derives reliability from its simplicity. 

An 11-inch Picatinny rail rides on top, and a superb set of aluminum adjustable sights are fitted from the factory. 
With four rear aperture sizes, they can be set up for quick acquisition or precision with just a spin of the rear 

sight. The muzzle on the Scorpion Pistol is threaded with both 18x1 and 1/2x28, so fitting a suppressor or muzzle 
device is a no-brainer.

MODEL VARIANTS: 
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol Battleship Grey — Battleship Grey furniture 

CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol FDE — Flat Dark Earth furniture 
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol OD Green — OD Green furniture

BREN 2 Ms

CZ BREN 2 Ms PISTOL
223 Rem./5.56x45, 7.62x39 | Black

The next generation of the Bren, the Bren 2 Ms makes first landfall in the US in pistol form with multiple barrel 
lengths and two chamberings. Whereas the 805 Bren was designed to a specific set of requirements set out by 
the Czech military, the Bren 2 is a clean-sheet design. With a bevy of changes, the most noticeable is sure to be 
the strict weight-loss regimen that the Bren 2 has undergone. With a trimmed-down aluminum receiver and a 

lower made from carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer, the result is a robust but substantially lighter gun.

Gone is the reciprocating charging handle, replaced with one that stays stowed in the forward position until it 
is needed. Swappable from side to side, it does double duty as a forward assist. Also added is an AR-style bolt 

catch/release system that is mirrored on both sides of the firearm, as well as a catch/release nestled into the 
front of the trigger guard. The magazine release and safety are also ambidextrous and located in very familiar 

locations for anyone versed in the AR platform. 

Chambered in 223 and 7.62x39, each is available in several barrel lengths. AR-15 style magazines are used for 
223 variants, whereas in 7.62 the factory’s magazines are used to ensure last round hold-open and consistent 

feeding. All variants are swappable to different barrel lengths and chamberings and also feature a modular 
forend that can be swapped to different lengths.

In pistol form, the Bren 2 Ms comes with a flush rear plate that has the provision for attaching an AR-style buffer 
tube for the installation of an arm brace, cheek rest or similar pistol stabilizing device. For those who wish to SBR, 

a Carbine buffer tube and stock can be installed or the entire rear plate can be removed and replaced with a 
factory folding/adjustable stock. 
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CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 PISTOL W/ 
FLASH CAN & 

FOLDING BRACE 
9mm Luger | Black polymer

Equipped with a folding SB Tactical arm brace, this Scorpion Pistol wears the forend of its larger brother, the 
Carbine. With the same 7.7” pistol barrel, owners can unscrew the 5” KAK Flash Can and install most pistol 

suppressors under the handguard, keeping the overall length down. Dual threads of 18x1 and 1/2x28 make fitting 
a suppressor simple. 

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol w/ Flash Can — Rear sling  

attachment plate instead of folding brace

CZ SCORPION CARBINE BULLPUP KIT 
Relying on the bullpup expertise of the aftermarket design gurus over at Manticore Arms, the Scorpion Bullpup 

Kit has been a project long in the making. Able to convert any Scorpion over to a bullpup configuration, it reuses 
trigger components of the gun being converted and condenses the Scorpion down to an even smaller package.  

The ideal candidate for conversion is the Scorpion Carbine, and the bullpup chassis ties into our standard 
Carbine handguard as well as Manticore and HB Industries long handguards. With the addition of one of those 

handguards, Scorpion pistols can be converted as well, though doing so with a barrel length less than 16” will 
require proper paperwork/tax stamp and conversion of the pistol to an SBR.

For those who will want to modify their Scorpion Bullpup, it retains the ability to take aftermarket grips, trigger 
shoes, charging handles and magazine releases. 

In addition to reducing the overall assembled length of the Scorpion Carbine, the Bullpup conversion also shifts 
the weight of the rifle to the rear. 

Bullpup Kits can be purchased through our webstore at shop.cz-usa.com. 

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 CARBINE 
W/ MUZZLE BRAKE 

9mm Luger | Black polymer
The Scorpion Carbine is a whole new animal. Building on the lauded submachine gun platform that first hit the 
US civilian market in pistol form in 2015, the Carbine has a 16.5” barrel fitted with either a compensating muzzle 

brake or a faux suppresor. Fit with the factory’s folding adjustable stock, the Carbine features a number of US-
made parts to make it fully 922(r) compliant. 

One of the nicest features of the firearm is the carbine-length forend, which is covered in M-LOK attachment 
points to keep the profile slim while still being big enough to swallow most pistol-caliber suppressors should 

the owner decide down the road to convert it to an SBR for use with a suppressor.
 

A set of Magpul MBUS sights round out the package, and a top Picatinny rail allows the mounting of optics. 

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine w/ Faux Suppressor — Faux suppressor instead of brake

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 CARBINE FDE
W/ FAUX SUPPRESSOR 

9mm Luger | FDE polymer
With a Flat Dark Earth exterior, this version of the Scorpion Carbine is a refreshing change in the endless sea of 

black carbines. There are two versions to choose from — one equipped with a faux suppressor and the other with 
a two-port compensating muzzle brake. The top Picatinny rail makes mounting optics easy, and the factory iron 

sights are Magpul MBUS flip-ups. 

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine FDE w/ Muzzle Brake — Compensating muzzle brake

CZ SCORPION
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CZ-USA S2 TI REFLEX 
9mm Luger | Black Cerakote 

A fully-welded titanium can, the S2 Ti Reflex is designed to fit under an HB Industries or Manticore Arms 
handguard, allowing it to have a 2” reflex blast chamber and giving it the volume of much larger cans while only 

protruding from the muzzle 5.83 inches. This full titanium can weighs in at just 9.6 ounces and spits out 147-grain 
defensive loads at well under 130 dB. 

For Scorpion owners who want the benefits of the S2 suppressor but at a more favorable price point, the S2 SS is 
the same fully-welded reflex design executed in 17-4 stainless steel. The stainless construction comes with a little 

more weight, though the less costly material cuts $330 from the MSRP.

This is a direct thread for Scorpion Micros and Carbines, while most Pistols will require the addition of an 
aftermarket free-floating handguard.

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ S2 SS Reflex — Stainless steel construction

CZ-USA RIMFIRE 
Any rimfire below .224”, 17 Hornet, 22 Hornet | Black Cerakote 

Simple, lightweight and highly effective! With a patented screw-in baffle system, our Rimfire suppressor 
maximizes its use of internal capacity. Unlike monocores or baffle stacks, there’s no extra material contained 

within, eating up valuable capacity that could be aiding suppression. Not only does this help the Rimfire return 
impressively low dB readings, it also translates into light weight. Tipping the scales at a ridiculously low 2.5 

ounces, we feel confident in saying that when it comes to suppression per ounce, the CZ Rimfire is at the top of 
the rimfire suppressor food chain. 

Built to blend into the heavy cylindrical barrels found on most of our rimfire Varmint rifles, the Rimfire has an 
external diameter of 0.866” and a length of 6.9”. 

Another feature of our rimfire suppressor system is the ability to tune the baffle system itself. A guide is provided 
on the assembly/disassembly tool to space the four internal baffles at regular distances. If a user wishes, they can 
also vary those baffle depths in an effort to find the right mix for the particular load they’re shooting. For exampe, 

if they want a large blast chamber with shorter spacing on subsequent baffles, the ability is at their fingertips. 

Able to be easily taken apart for cleaning, the Rimfire can be used on any rimfire round under .224 in diameter, 
including 17 HMR, 22 WMR and even 17 WSM. Additionally, it is safe to use with 17 Hornet, 22 Hornet and 5.7x28. 

Due to the dirty nature of rimfire ammunition, cleaning every 300 rounds is recommended.

CZ-USA RIMFIRE INTEGRAL 20.9” 
22 LR | Blue 

If it weren’t for the endcap, this suppressor would be completely unnoticeable  — that is until the trigger  
is pulled. Then it still might go unnoticed, since with sub-sonic ammo the loudest report will be that of  

the striker falling. 

Built into one of our standard 455 Varmint barrels, the Integral fits on any CZ 455 or 457 and utilizes the same 
patented screw-in baffle system as our stand-alone Rimfire suppressor above. Using the included tool, the owner 

can thread the baffles in to pre-designated locations within the forward threaded suppressor portion of the 
barrel. If they wish, they can tune baffle lengths to their liking, finding just the right combination for their load of 

choice.

Baffles and endcap are cut from 7075 aluminum, meaning between the hollowing out of the barrel and the 
lightweight suppressor components, the .866” diameter Varmint barrel experiences some weight loss while still 

measuring in at 20.9”. 

Rimfire ammunition is notoriously dirty, resulting in the buildup of carbon and lead in rimfire suppressors. To 
enable easy cleaning, each baffle has six cutters milled into it, letting it function much like a tap to cut its way 
through the accumulated crud. Just like with a tap, a few spritzes of oil will aid in cutting. The recommended 

cleaning interval for our rimfire suppressors is every 300 rounds.

MODEL VARIANTS: 
CZ-USA Rimfire Integral 20.9” 17 HMR — Chambered in 17 HMR 

CZ-USA Rimfire Integral 16.9” 22 LR — Chambered in 22 LR 
CZ-USA Rimfire Integral 16.9” 17 HMR — Chambered in 17 HMR 

CZ-USA 5.56 TI REFLEX 
223/5.56x45 | Black Cerakote 

Combining light weight, superb suppression and short installed length, our centerfire reflex cans sport a very 
distinctive shape. To shave the ounces, each titanium baffle is turned down on a lathe until it possesses just the 

right amount of material to withstand the pressures of full-auto use. The swirled shape of the internal baffle 
structure is reflected in its exterior, and each baffle is welded to the next until the stack exhibits a very unique 

silhouette. Not only does this eliminate extra material that would simply add weight, it also increases surface area 
for heat dissipation. 

The endcap and mount are replaceable, and each can is shipped with a 3” reflex mount that allows the user to 
boost the internal can capacity greatly without increasing the overall length when assembled, with a standard 

flush mount also included for use on firearms that won’t allow for the reflex. Threaded 1/2x28 in 5.56, it is rated for 
full-auto use. 

MODEL VARIANTS: 
CZ 7.62 Ti Reflex — Rated for up to 300 Win. Mag., 5/8x24 thread 

CZ 338 Ti Reflex — Rated for up to 338 Lapua, 3/4x24 thread

rifle not included

CZ-USA SUPPRESSORS
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CZ BREN 2 BR
308 Win.  | Folding/adjustable, black

Chambered in 308 Win., the BR in this Bren’s name stands for Battle Rifle. Piston-driven and 
loaded with all the same ambidextrous features seen on its smaller Bren 2 counterpart, this larger 

rifle adds a modular forend, much like the semi-auto Bren 2 Ms found earlier in this section. The 
Bren 2 BR is select-fire, meaning it is only available on military/LE special-order basis.

CZ BREN 2
223 Rem./5.56x45,7.62x39 | Folding/adjustable, black

The ever-evolving needs of military forces led to the further development of the Bren platform. Whereas the 805 was 
built to a specific set of predetermined requirements, the Bren 2 took years of input and data from use in the worldwide 

war on terror and put it all together in a smaller, lighter package. 

A shorter gas system allows for barrel lengths down to 8”, while giving settings for normal use or adverse conditions. 
The aluminum receiver is shorter and thinner, shaving weight from the rifle. Modular and built to swap between 

chamberings and barrels, the Bren 2 is available in multiple barrel lengths in 223 Rem./5.56x45 and 7.62x39.

Gone is the reciprocating charging handle and in its place is one that remains forward while the action cycles, but 
can be used to charge the rifle via a ratcheting mechanism that allows it to be used as a forward assist if needed. All 

controls are ambidextrous, including a bolt release located inside the trigger guard. For those familiar with the M16/AR15 
platform, a paddle-style bolt catch/release is located on the left side of the weapon.

The Bren 2 is select-fire, currently only available for military/LE special-order. 

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1 
9MM LUGER | Folding/adjustable, black 

The CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 is a compact submachine gun in 9mm Luger. With a blowback-
operated action, the Scorpion can empty its magazine in a hair over 1.5 seconds. Equipped 

with a folding, adjustable LOP stock, accuracy can be had out to 250 yards. The stock can be 
removed completely to create a surprisingly controllable machine pistol.

To make the Scorpion user-customizable, the reach to trigger is adjustable for different hand 
sizes, the charging handle is reversible, and the mag release is ambidextrous.

The EVO’s frame and trigger guard assembly are made of a lightweight  
polymer with monolithic top rail and accessory rails on sides and bottom. Field strip is made 

simple with a captured pin that allows the removal of the trigger assembly, enabling easy 
removal of the bolt and all moving parts.

Select-fire versions of the Scorpion are only available on military/LE special-order basis.

CZ TACTICAL PRODUCTS BY 4M 
Developed by 4M in the Czech Republic, this line of products uses advanced  

materials and innovative designs to better suit those who serve.  
Find an assortment of 4M products available through CZ-USA at:

shop.cz-usa.com/tac-products-by-4m

FIRST RESPONDER 
PURCHASE PROGRAM 

CZ-USA recognizes the many sacrifices our first responders and military 
members make on a daily basis. As a small way of saying thanks, we offer 

a special buying program for these special people (as well as retirees from 
these professions), and participants enjoy a significant savings off of MSRP.  

To request program details, email LESales@cz-usa.com.

Page in 
Catalog SKU Model Caliber

Length
in

Diameter
in

Reflex
in

Material Weight 
oz MSRP

10 90503 CZ-USA Rimfire Rimfire below .224” 6.9 0.866 - Aluminum 2.5 $339

10 90504 CZ-USA Rimfire Integral 22 LR 20.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 40 $399

10 90505 CZ-USA Rimfire Integral 17 HMR 20.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 40 $399

10 90509 CZ-USA Rimfire Integral 22 LR 16.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 30.8 $399

10 90510 CZ-USA Rimfire Integral 17 HMR 16.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 30.8 $399

11 90501 CZ-USA Scorpion S2 Ti Reflex 9mm Luger 8.2 1.5 2 Titanium 9.6 $929

11 90502 CZ-USA Scorpion S2 SS Reflex 9mm Luger 8.2 1.5 2 Stainless Steel 15.36 $599

11 90506 CZ-USA 5.56 Ti Reflex 223/5.56x45 NATO 5.6 / 8.83 1.63 3 Titanium 8.7 / 11.4 $1,279

11 90507 CZ-USA 7.62 Ti Reflex Up to 300 Win. Mag. 5.6 / 8.83 1.63 3 Titanium 8.7 / 11.4 $1,279

11 90508 CZ-USA 338 Ti Reflex Up to 338 Lapua 5.6 / 8.83 1.63 3 Titanium 8.7 / 11.4 $1,299

TACTICAL SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING
Page in 
Catalog SKU

<10 
Capacity 

SKU
Model Caliber

Stock / 
Brace

Standard 
Mag. Cap.

O.A. Length  
in

Barrel 
Length 

in

Weight 
lbs MSRP

6 91450 CZ Bren 2 Ms Pistol 5.56×45 NATO - 30 19.9 8.26 5.4 $1,799

6 91451 CZ Bren 2 Ms Pistol 5.56×45 NATO - 30 22.8 11.14 5.625 $1,799

6 91452 CZ Bren 2 Ms Pistol 5.56×45 NATO - 30 25.8 14.17 5.86 $1,799

6 91460 CZ Bren 2 Ms Pistol 7.62x39 - 30 20.7 9.05 5.46 $1,799

6 91461 CZ Bren 2 Ms Pistol 7.62x39 - 30 22.8 11.14 5.625 $1,799

6 91462 CZ Bren 2 Ms Pistol 7.62x39 - 30 25.8 14.17 5.86 $1,799

7 91345 01345 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S2 Pistol Micro w/ Folding Brace 9mm Luger Folding Brace 20 13.875 / 22.5 4.12 5.3 $1,227

7 91351 01351 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $884

7 91356 01356 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol Battleship Grey 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $911

7 91352 01352 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol FDE 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $911

7 91355 01355 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol OD Green 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $911

8 91354 01354 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol  w/ Flash Can & Brace 9mm Luger Folding Brace 20 21 / 29.4 7.72 6.5 $1047

8 91353 01353 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol  w/ Flash Can 9mm Luger - 20 20.4 7.72 5.7 $979

8 08507 08508 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine w/ Faux Suppressor 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 34.75 / 24.5 16.2 6.1 $1,116

8 08505 08506 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine w/ Muzzle Brake 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 36 / 26 16.2 6.06 $1,075

9 08541 08542 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine FDE w/ Muzzle Brake 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 36 / 26 16.2 6.06 $1,103

9 08543 08544 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine FDE w/ Faux Suppressor 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 34.75 / 24.5 16.2 6.1 $1,143

9 40600 CZ Scorpion Bullpup Kit - Fixed Rubber - Multi $399

hngnn
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CZ-USA P-10
9mm Luger | Nitride/Black polymer

After several years of hard work, production of CZ pistols is in full swing at our Kansas City headquarters. Incorporating some small changes, these 
US-made pistols are ever so slightly different than the versions coming out of our parent factory. 

Shown here are the P-10 S, C and F in their Optics-Ready configurations. Shipped with a blank fill plate, users can purchase mounting plates for a 
wide variety of optics through our webstore. Also available are co-witness sights designed specifically for certain optic systems, as well as specific 

suppressor-height sights. 

For factory sights, US-made P-10s feature a single tritium lamp in the front with a large orange surround and a serrated black rear. A reversible 
magazine release takes just a few minutes’ work to swap so that lefties can manipulate it with their thumb from the right side of the pistol. 

The two major points that put the original P-10 C on the map were the superb ergonomics and the crisp, light trigger. These updated pistols are no 
different — they still feel right in the hand much like the classic CZ 75 and their trigger feel is at the top of the class when it comes to striker-fired 

pistols. With a solid wall, a clean break and a tactile, audible reset, the P-10’s trigger leaves many other striker guns in its dust. 

Built to withstand the rigors of military use, its fiber-reinforced polymer frame and hardy nitride finish are made for the daily grind. A generous 
trigger guard allows use with gloved hands while being undercut to allow as high a grip as possible.

With CZ reliability, engineered ergonomics and a bevy of features both familiar and new, the P-10 is the complete package.

MODEL VARIANTS:
CZ-USA P-10 F Optics-Ready — 19+1 capacity 
CZ-USA P-10 C Optics-Ready — 15+1 capacity
CZ-USA P-10 S Optics-Ready — 12+1 capacity

CZ-USA P-10 S — No optic plate system, 12+1 capacity

CZ-USA P-10
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CZ P-10 F 
SUPPRESSOR-READY

9mm Luger | Nitride/Black polymer
With an extended barrel threaded 1/2x28, this striker-fired pistol can 

fill every role — from range-day plinker or duty weapon to bedside 
protector with a light and compact can. High night sights give good 
visability over most 9mm cans while the extended mag bases boost 

capacity by 2 rounds.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ P-10 C Suppressor-Ready — 17+1 capacity

CZ URBAN GREY 
SUPPRESSOR-READY 

SERIES
9mm Luger | Nitride/Urban Grey polymer

Clad in an urban grey color, this series of pistols has a set of high 
suppressor sights equipped with tritium lamps front and rear. 

Extended capacity magazines are used wherever possible, boosting 
capacities on all but the SP-01 by 2 rounds. This gives the P-10 F and 

P-09 an impressive 21+1!

MODEL VARIANTS:
CZ P-10 F Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 21+1 capacity 

CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical Urban Grey  Suppressor-Ready — 19+1 capacity 
CZ 75 B Ω Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 19+1 capacity, swappable 

safety/decocker 
CZ 75 P-01 Ω Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 16+1 capacity, 

swappable safety/decocker 
CZ P-09 Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 21+1 capacity 
CZ P-07 Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 17+1 capacity 

CZ P-10 C Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 17+1 capacity

CZ POLYMER STRIKER

CZ P-10 F
9mm Luger | Nitride/Black polymer

With a whopping 19+1 rounds on tap, the P-10 F is the full-size version 
of our striker-fired P-10. With the same crisp trigger and engineered 

ergonomics that have made the P-10  platform a favorite, the F 
brings a longer sight radius, barrel and grip. Three swappable 

backstraps help tune the fit of that grip to the owner’s hand, while 
the magazine release can be configured for right- or left-handed 

shooters. Equipped with a set of three-dot glow sights, the rear of 
which features a shelf for one-handed manipulation. 

MODEL VARIANTS:
CZ P-10 F FDE — Flat Dark Earth frame, tritium night sights 

CZ P-10 F OD Green — Olive Drab frame, tritium night sights

CZ P-10 C
9mm Luger | Nitride/Black polymer

A compact pistol, the C is one of the more versatile versions of 
the P-10. Small enough for concealed carry, it brings a capacity of 
15+1, making it a good choice for a duty pistol and comfortable for 

extended range work. 

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ P-10 C FDE — Flat Dark Earth frame, tritium night sights
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CZ P-09 
9mm Luger | NItride/Black polymer

For those who prefer the double-strike capability of the CZ 75 DA/SA 
hammer-fired system, the P-09 is our full-size service pistol. Boasting 

an impressive 19+1 rounds in its flush-fitting magazine, its capacity is 
unsurpassed by any other service pistol. 

With the versatile Omega trigger system, the P-09 is shipped with 
ambidextrous decockers installed but can easily be converted to ambi 

manual safety with the supplied parts and instructions. 

Also included are small, medium and large backstraps that allow users 
to customize the pistol’s grip to their hand while retaining the natural 

point of aim that CZ handguns are known for. 

With an integrated 1913 Picatinny rail, the P-09 is readily adaptable to 
low-light situations. The Omega DA/SA trigger provides a crisp single-

action trigger break while providing the safety of a DA first-pull option.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ P-09 OD Green — OD green frame

CZ P-07 OD GREEN
9mm Luger | Nitride/OD Green polymer

With all of the great features of the P-07 above, this two-tone pistol 

also adds an Olive Drab frame and a set of 3-dot tritium night sights.

CZ P-07
9mm Luger | Nitride/Black polymer

Our compact polymer DA/SA pistol, the P-07 shares all of the 
features of the P-09, just in a much smaller package. The same 

Omega trigger system allows users to easily swap from a manual 
safety to a decocker depending on their preference. With 15+1 

capacity, it makes for a concealed carry firearm without sacrificing 
round-count. 

A Picatinny light rail on the dustcover enables it to pull duty at 
the bedside with a light/laser and the metal 3 dot sights are easy 
to acquire at the range. Three interchangeable backstraps allow 

shooters with small or large hands to tune it to fit their grip. 

The P-07 is shipped with ambidextrous decockers installed but 
can easily be converted to an ambidextrous manual safety with the 

supplied parts and instructions.

CZ P-07 
SUPPRESSOR-READY

9mm Luger | NItride/Black polymer
Loaded with features but without all the flash of the Urban Grey 

series, the standard black P-07 Suppressor-Ready comes with 
high night sights and extended magazine bases in addition to the 

obligatory extended, threaded barrel (1/2x28).

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ P-09 Suppressor-Ready — Full-size model, 21+1 capacity

CZ POLYMER DA/SA
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On October 12th, 2007, we built the 1 millionth CZ 75 — a 
testament to its popularity worldwide. Designed in 1975, 
the CZ 75 was one of the first “Wonder Nines” — 9mm 
pistols that combined high capacity with a double-action 
trigger system. With a signature slide-in-frame design, an 
entire family of pistols has been developed around the CZ 
75 design, including compacts, decockers, single-action 
only, ambidextrous, alloy frames and even competition 
pistols. 

Following a steady rise in popularity within USPSA, results 
from the 2014 Production Nationals showed that CZ 
pistols are now used by more competitors than any other 
brand of pistol. Ergonomics, shootability and reliability 
of the 75 platform leave the other production pistols 
wanting. 
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CZ FULL-SIZE
TIMELESS DESIGN, 
SUPERB PERFORMANCE

CZ 75 PLATFORM
COMMON FEATURES
•  High-capacity double-stack magazine
•  Hammer-forged barrel
•  Ergonomic grip and controls 
•  Unparalleled accuracy
•  Slide-in-frame design for better recoil control
•  3-dot sighting system 

(tritium night sights available)
•  Extended service life due to advanced design 

and superior materials
•  Firing-pin-block safety 

(on most models)

 LISTED ON
           = CALIFORNIA
 DOJ ROSTER 

CZ 75 B Ω 
CONVERTIBLE

9mm Luger | Black polymer 
A further evolution of the 75 B Ω (Omega), the new Convertible 
version allows users to swap from decocker to safety operation 

in the same manner as our popular P-07/P-09 pistols. Using the 
same simplified, more robust variation of the 75’s trigger system as 

the previous Omega, trigger parts use an interlocking design that 
allows for easy disassembly and reassembly without the need for 

tools. Not only does this simplify maintenance, the trigger parts 
themselves are made of different materials to enhance durability, 

operation life and reliability.

MODEL VARIANTS:
CZ 75 B 9mm Luger — Classic CZ 75 trigger system  

CZ 75 BD 9mm Luger — Decocking lever 

CZ 75 B 45th 
ANNIVERSARY

9mm Luger | Glossy blue
It’s hard to believe this iconic pistol is 45 years old! To celebrate,  

1,000 pieces of this limited edition engraved anniversary pistol will be 
made. Its high-gloss blued finish pops in conjunction with the deep 

engraving on slide and frame. A set of wooden grips embellished 
with matching engraving and glossy silver controls create contrast, 

while a set of tritium night sights top it all off. 

CZ 75 SP-01 
9mm Luger | Black polycoat

A stand-out as one of the most popular pistols in our extensive 
lineup of CZ 75 variants, the SP-01 has a reputation for shootability 

and reliability. Originally designed as a military and law enforcement 
duty sidearm, its exceptional accuracy and handling characteristics 

have found it a home in the world of competitive shooting. For 
that reason, SP-01s and SP-01 Shadows (see page 28) have risen to 

become the gun of choice for competitors at USPSA Production 
Nationals. 

With an integral Picatinny-style rail on the dustcover, rubber grip 
panels and a set of tritium night sights, the SP-01 is equally adept as 

a home defense firearm as it is clanging steel on a range. CZ’s two 
stage finish of a hardy phosphate base and the corrosion-resistant 

black Polycoat outer layer are built to withstand the rigors of 
military use, meaning holster wear and rough treatment may leave 

it scuffed but otherwise unaffected.

Borrowing from the improved grip geometry of the compact P-01, 
the SP-01 utilizes an extended beavertail to protect the shooter’s 

strong hand as well as allowing for a deeper and more secure grip. 
The grip geometry, checkering in key areas on the frontstrap and 

backstrap, and redistribution of mass provided by the accessory rail, 
noticeably decreasing the perceived recoil from standard 75 models 

and allowing for more rapid target acquisition and transition.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical — Ambidextrous decocking levers
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CZ COMPACT
CZ 75 P-01 Ω 

CONVERTIBLE
9mm Luger | Black polycoat 

Incorporating our swappable Ω (Omega) trigger system, the P-01 Ω 
can be converted from decocker to safety operation with minimal 
tools. Using the same simplified, more robust variation of the 75’s 

trigger system as previous Omega models, trigger parts use an 
interlocking design that allows for easy disassembly and reassembly 
without the need for tools. Not only does this simplify maintenance, 

the trigger parts themselves are made of different materials to 
enhance durability, operation life and reliability.

CZ 75 P-01 
9mm Luger | Black polycoat 

The P-01 was designed for LE and military duty, but its compact size 
and reduced weight make it ideal for discrete carry as well. Its forged 

aircraft aluminum 7075 frame sheds ounces, while the dust cover-
mounted rail allows a user to add a light or laser. 

Equipped with the traditional CZ 75 trigger system, the P-01 has a 
manual decocker.

CZ 75 COMPACT 
9mm Luger | Black polycoat

 At 5” tall with a barrel length of just under 4”, the compact model 
shaves a little more than ¾” off the length and about ½” off the 

height of the full-size CZ 75. This reduced size allows it to readily 
disappear under regular clothing, while the steel frame still makes it 

comfortable to shoot for extended sessions at the range. Equipped 
with a manual safety, it is able to be carried cocked and locked, or 

manually decocked for a double action first pull and SA thereafter. CZ 75 D PCR
9mm Luger | Black polycoat 

Thanks to its forged 7075 aluminum frame, the PCR weighs a full ¼ 
pound lighter than the 75 Compact, making it more comfortable for 

everyday carry. Equipped with a decocking lever, it is designed to 
be decocked before holstering. After decocking, the trigger safety 

is much like that of a double-action revolver. While there is no need 
to flip a safety lever off, the relatively longer and heavier trigger pull 

for the first round requires a conscious decision to pull the trigger 
before firing. Other additions to the PCR include rubber grip panels, 
serrated frontstrap and backstrap for improved handling, low-drag 

sights and a loaded-chamber indicator.

CZ SUB-COMPACT
CZ 2075 RAMI B

9mm Luger | Black polycoat  
With a 3” barrel and an unloaded weight of less than 26 ounces, the 

black polycoat, alloy-framed RAMI is ideal for concealed carry. 

Based on the proven CZ 75 line of pistols, the RAMI is double 
action/single action, allowing it to be carried in different conditions 

depending on the shooter’s preferences. 

Incorporating the CZ double-stack magazine design, the little 
RAMI ships with a 10-round flush-mount magazine and 14-round 

extended magazine. A low-capacity-compliant version of the 9mm 
is available with two 10-round magazines. 

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 2075 RAMI BD — Decocking lever instead of safety
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CZ 97 B
45 ACP | Black polycoat 

The CZ 97 B is the big-bore brother to the CZ 75 B — the first CZ 
pistol produced in 45 ACP. It is operationally identical to the 75 

B (SA/DA, firing pin block safety and magazine brake). Features 
include a screw-in barrel bushing, loaded-chamber indicator and 

a double-stack magazine holding 10 rounds. The thin aluminum 
scales slim the grip down to make it comfortable for even those with 
smaller hands, and the fiber-optic front sight and two-dot rear make 

it great at the range. 

A special version of the 97 B is specifically 
made for the California market, so check 

with your local CZ-USA Authorized Dealer for 
availability. SKU of that pistol is 01401. 

CZ 97 BD 
45 ACP | Black polycoat 

Just as the standard 75 has a decocker variant, so does the 97. For 
those who prefer the heavy double action first pull, the BD model 

adds a manual decocker to help drop the hammer to half-cock. 
The 97 BD shares many of the features of the B model, including 

its hardy black polycoat finish and thin aluminum checkered grips. 
Besides the decocker, the BD also adds a set of  tritium night sights.  

CZ P-09 KADET KIT
22 LR | Black anodized

Built specifically for our polymer hammer-fired pistols, this all-
aluminum Kadet adapter gives P-09 and P-07 owners the ability to 
get plenty of practice without the expense that usually comes with 

it. Topped with a set of serrated target sights borrowed from the 
Shadow 2, the P-09 Kadet Kit ships with two magazines.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ P-07 Kadet Kit — Shorter slide and magazines to fit compact 

P-07 models

CZ 22 LR KADET KITS

CZ KADET II ADAPTER
22 LR | Black polycoat

The original CZ “Kadet” kit, this adapter allows owners of CZ 
75-pattern pistols to fire cheaper 22 LR cartridges for practice or 

plinking.  

Included are two 10-round magazines that fit flush with the grips 
of the full-size CZ 75 and SP-01 models. The Kadet II conversion kit 

will work on CZ 75 compact models including the P-01, P-06 and 
PCR, but the full-size magazines will extend below the bottom of 

the compact grips of these models. The Kadet II conversion will not 
work on the 97, 75 TS or any polymer models. The P-01, PCR and 

certain other compact models use a specific slide stop. On 85s, the 
Kadet slide stop will not work; the factory 85 stop must be used, 

which won’t allow for last-round hold-open.

CZ SHADOW 2 
KADET KIT

22 LR | Black anodized
Affording Shadow 2 owners a cheaper plinking option, this 

conversion swaps the 9mm Shadow 2 over to a blow-back 22 LR, 
allowing shooters to use their competition belts, mag holders and 
any frame-mounted modifications or accessories. Ships with two 

10-round magazines.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ SP-01 Kadet Kit — Shorter slide to fit SP-01 models

CZ FULL-SIZE 45 ACP
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CZ COMPETITION

CZ SHADOW 2 
BLACK & BLUE

9mm Luger | NItride/Black polycoat, blue grips
In recent years, the SP-01 Shadow has taken the competition circuit by 

storm. In USPSA Production Division, CZ pistols are now used by twice as 
many top-level competitors than any other maker. 

Given that popularity, it was high time to up the ante. Starting from 
scratch, CZUB engineers took the best features of the original Shadow 

and improved upon them. More than two years later, the Shadow 2 
emerged, bearing the fruits of their efforts. 

With a higher beavertail and undercut trigger guard, the shooter’s hand is 
able to be as close to the bore axis as possible. With a contoured slide, the 
majority of the reciprocating mass is contained below the bore, equating 
to less muzzle flip. Increased weight at the dust cover/rail also helps keep 

the muzzle down. 

The Shadow 2’s swappable mag release has an adjustable, extended 
button with three settings to allow shooters to set it in the spot 

most comfortable for them. Also included in the box is an extended 
ambidextrous safety set and a number of buffers for use with lighter 

springs and/or hotter rounds.

Best of all, new trigger components give smooth DA and crisp, clean SA 
while drastically reducing trigger reset.

A hardy nitride finish coats the entire pistol, leaving it nearly impervious 
to corrosion, with an additional layer of our propietary black polycoat on 
the frame. Thin blue aluminum grips have healthy checkering to match 

the fine front and backstrap checkering of the pistol itself. Sitting atop the 
slide are a set of target sights — fiber optic on front and a serrated, black 

HAJO rear (click adjustable for elevation, drift adjustable for windage).

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ Shadow 2 Urban Grey — Nitrided/Urban Grey polycoat, black grips.

CZ 75 TACTICAL 
SPORT ORANGE

9mm Luger | NItride/Black polycoat, 
orange grips/mag bases 

Turning the Tactical Sport up a notch, the Orange borrows a number 
of design features from the Czechmate and incorporates a few of 

its own. With the slimmer trigger guard, revised grip geometry and 
finer checkering from the Czechmate frame, it adds a thumb stop 

and fully adjustable target sights.

With the same long slide and full-length dust cover as the standard 
TS, it also shares the single-action-only trigger, giving it an 

incredibly light pull and short reset, making it a joy to shoot at the 
range and instinctual in competition.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 75 Tactical Sport Orange — 40 S&W 

CZ SHADOW 2 SA
9mm Luger | NItride/Black polycoat, 

blue grips and trigger 
For those target shooters who seek out the best triggers possible, 

this variant of the Shadow 2 has a single-action-only trigger. While 
not legal for USPSA Production Division like the standard version, the 

lighter, crisper SA trigger gives the target-shooting enthusiast the 
ability to punch paper with precision!

Outwardly nearly identical to the standard Shadow 2, the SA requires 
the hammer to be cocked in order for it to fire. Finished in black and 

with a set of blue aluminum grips and matching SA trigger, it’s a 
striking pistol that is a joy to shoot. 

CZ SHADOW 2 ORANGE 
9mm Luger | NItride/Black polycoat, 

orange grips, mag release and mag bases 
Turning the Shadow 2 up a notch, the biggest addition on the 

Orange is a barrel bushing that increases slide-to-barrel fit, resulting 
in tighter groups. Not as obvious is a factory-tuned trigger with short 

reset and the hand-fitting of the slide and frame. 

With many of the same great features that have made the Shadow 
2 dominant in USPSA Production Division, the Orange wears a set 

of signature grips, mag bases and mag release button to set it apart 
from the standard pistols. 

CZ CZECHMATE
9mm Luger | Black polycoat

The Czechmate is an out-of-the-box USPSA Open gun with all the 
extras to shoot Limited as well. Featuring the same fine checkering 
as the TS Orange, the Czechmate is equipped with a C-MORE® red 

dot sight and four-port compensator and is built to run major power 
factor ammunition. 

More than just a one-trick pony, the comp and brake can be easily 
swapped over to a Limited Division setup. To make the transition, a 
spare barrel is included along with a front sight adapter to replace 

the compensator and a rear sight to replace the slide racker handle. 
A big stick 26-round magazine and three 20-round magazines are 

included in the CZ hardcase.

Extras included:
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Capacity 
SKU

Model Caliber
Standard 

Mag. 
Cap.

Frame 
Material Slide Finish Grip

Overall 
Length 

in

Barrel 
Length 

in

Width 
in

Weight 
oz Sights Safety Elements MSRP

16 95150 05150 CZ-USA P-10 F Optics-Ready 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8 4.5 1.25 28.2 TF, SR Trigger safety, FPB $590

16 95130 05130 CZ-USA P-10 C Optics-Ready 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.4 4 1.25 26.3 TF, SR Trigger safety, FPB $577

16 95170 05170 CZ-USA P-10 S Optics-Ready 9mm Luger 12 Polymer Nitride Polymer 6.6 3.5 1.25 24.4 TF, SR Trigger safety, FPB $577

16 95160 05160 CZ-USA P-10 S 9mm Luger 12 Polymer Nitride Polymer 6.6 3.5 1.25 24.4 TF, SR Trigger safety, FPB $550

18 91545 01545 CZ P-10 F OD Green 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8 4.5 1.25 28.2 FNS Trigger safety, FPB $563

18 91540 01540 CZ P-10 F 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8 4.5 1.25 28.2 F Trigger safety, FPB $524

18 91531 01531 CZ P-10 C 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.4 4 1.25 26.3 F Trigger safety, FPB $499

18 91541 01541 CZ P-10 F FDE 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8 4.5 1.25 28.2 FNS Trigger safety, FPB $563

18 91532 01532 CZ P-10 C FDE 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.4 4 1.25 26.3 FNS Trigger safety, FPB $519

19 91543 01543 CZ P-10 F Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 21 Polymer Nitride Polymer  8.6 5.11 1.25 30 HNS Trigger safety, FPB $577

19 91533 CZ P-10 C Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer  8 4.61 1.25 27.1 HNS Trigger safety, FPB $559

19 91544 01544 CZ P-10 F Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 21 Polymer Nitride Polymer  8.6 5.11 1.25 30 HNS Trigger safety, FPB $577

19 91253 01253 CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 18 Steel Urban Grey Polycoat Rubber 8.8 5.21 1.46 41.6 HNS Ambi decocking lever, FPB $760

19 91235 01235 CZ 75 B Ω Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 18 Steel Urban Grey Polycoat Rubber 8.8 5.21 1.4 35.7 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $668

19 91299 01299 CZ 75 P-01 Ω Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 16 Aluminum Urban Grey Polycoat Rubber 8 4.4 1.4 29 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $686

19 91269 CZ P-09 Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 21 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.8 5.15 1.46 32.2 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $642

19 91288 01288 CZ P-07 Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.9 4.36 1.46 28.7 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $559

19 91534 01534 CZ P-10 C Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer  8 4.61 1.25 27.1 HNS Trigger safety, FPB $559

20 91620 01620 CZ P-09 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.1 4.54 1.46 31 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $530

20 91268 01268 CZ P-09 OD Green 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.1 4.54 1.46 31 FNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $599

21 91077 01077 CZ P-07 OD Green 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.2 3.75 1.46 27.7 FNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $539

21 91086 01086 CZ P-07 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.2 3.75 1.46 27.7 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $510

21 91289 CZ P-07 Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.9 4.36 1.46 28.7 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $539

21 91270 CZ P-09 Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 21 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.8 5.15 1.46 32.2 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $629

23 91136 01136 CZ 75 B Ω Convertible 9mm Luger 16 Steel Black Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 36.6 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $599

23 91102 CZ 75 B 9mm Luger 16 Steel Black Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 35.2 F Manual safety, FPB $643

23 01102 CZ 75 B 9mm Luger 10 Steel Black Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 35.2 F Manual safety, FPB $656

23 91130 CZ 75 BD 9mm Luger 16 Steel Black Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 35.3 F Decocking lever, FPB $643

23 01130 CZ 75 BD 9mm Luger 10 Steel Black Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 35.3 F Decocking lever, FPB $656

23 91152 CZ 75 SP-01 9mm Luger 18 Steel Black Polycoat Rubber 8.15 4.6 1.46 40.7 FNS Ambi manual safety, FPB $714

23 01152 CZ 75 SP-01 9mm Luger 10 Steel Black Polycoat Rubber 8.15 4.6 1.46 40.7 FNS Ambi manual safety, FPB $728

23 91153 01153 CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical 9mm Luger 18 Steel Black Polycoat Rubber 8.15 4.6 1.46 40.5 FNS Ambi decocking lever, FPB $714

24 91190 CZ 75 Compact 9mm Luger 15 Steel Black polycoat Plastic 7.3 3.75 1.4 32.8 F Manual safety, FPB $659

24 01190 CZ 75 Compact 9mm Luger 10 Steel Black polycoat Plastic 7.3 3.75 1.4 32.8 F Manual safety, FPB $671

25 91229 01229 CZ 75 P-01 Ω Convertible 9mm Luger 15 Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 28.1 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $659

24 91199 CZ 75 P-01 9mm Luger 15 Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 28.1 F Decocking lever, FPB $659

24 01199 CZ 75 P-01 9mm Luger 10 Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 28.1 F Decocking lever, FPB $671

25 91194 CZ 75 D PCR Compact 9mm Luger 15 Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 27.5 FSF Decocking lever, FPB, LCI $629

25 01194 CZ 75 D PCR Compact 9mm Luger 10 Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 27.5 FSF Decocking lever, FPB, LCI $642

25 91750 CZ 2075 RAMI B 9mm Luger 14 (10 
flush) Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 6.5 3.05 1.25 25.9 F Manual safety, FPB $645

25 01750 CZ 2075 RAMI B 9mm Luger 10 Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 6.5 3.05 1.25 25.9 F Manual safety, FPB $657

25 91754 01754 CZ 2075 RAMI BD 9mm Luger 14 (10 
flush) Aluminum Black polycoat Rubber 6.5 3.05 1.25 26 FNS Decocking lever, FPB $699

26 01411 CZ 97 B 45 ACP 10 Steel Black polycoat Aluminum 8.3 4.65 1.4 41.3 F, FO front Manual safety, FPB, LCI $743

26 01416 CZ 97 BD 45 ACP 10 Steel Black polycoat Aluminum 8.3 4.65 1.4 41.3 FNS Decocking lever, FPB, LCI $857

27 01610 CZ Kadet II Adapter 22 LR 10 — Black Polycoat — 4.6 ADJ $431

27 01613 CZ Shadow 2 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.9 HAJO $431

27 01612 CZ 75 SP-01 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.6 HAJO $431

27 01618 CZ P-09 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.8 HAJO $249

27 01615 CZ P-07 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.17 HAJO $249

28 91257 CZ Shadow 2 Black and Blue 9mm Luger 17 Steel Nitride/Black Polycoat Aluminum 8.53 4.89 1.79 46.5 HAJO Rear/ 
FO Front Ambi manual safety $1,349

28 91255 CZ Shadow 2 Urban Grey 9mm Luger 17 Steel Nitride/Urban Grey 
Polycoat Aluminum 8.53 4.89 1.79 46.5 HAJO Rear/ 

FO Front Ambi manual safety $1,349

29 91261 01261 CZ 75 Tactical Sport Orange 9mm Luger 20 Steel Blued Aluminum 8.86 5.23 1.77 47.5 ADJ Ambi manual safety $1,837

29 91260 01260 CZ 75 Tactical Sport Orange 40 S&W 16 Steel Blued Aluminum 8.86 5.23 1.77 47.5 ADJ Ambi manual safety $1,874

29 91174 CZ Czechmate 9mm Luger 20, 26 Steel Black polycoat Aluminum 10.47 5.23 2.44 45.9/ 
52.7 C-More Ambi manual safety $3,484

30 91731 CZC AO1-LD 9mm Luger 19 Steel Blued Aluminum 8.6 4.925 1.47 51.2 FO Front Ambi manual safety $2,292

30 91763 CZ AccuShadow 2 9mm Luger 17 Steel Nitride/Black Polycoat Aluminum 8.53 4.89 1.79 46.5 HAJO Rear/ 
FO Front Ambi manual safety $2,181

30 91760 CZ 75 SP-01 Shadow Target II 9mm Luger 18 Steel Black polycoat Aluminum 8.15 4.6 1.46 41.1 ADJ, FO 
front Ambi manual safety $1,721

TF, SR — Tritium Front, Serrated Rear, SA — Single Action, DA — Double Action, ADJ — Adjustable, F — fixed, FO — Fiber Optic, FNS — Fixed Night Sights, Ambi — Ambidextrous, FPB — Firing Pin Block, LCI — Loaded Chamber Indicator, HNS — High Night Sights, HAJO — Height Adjustable Only
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BUILT BY

CZC AO1-LD
9mm Luger | NItride/Black polymer

Built from scratch at CZ Custom, the A01 is the evolution of the Shadow 
series as Angus would have done it. 

The frame is the star of the show and is hammer-forged, CNC-
machined and then blued. Very obvious is its massively heavy 
dustcover which kills both recoil and muzzle rise. With a deep 

beavertail, undercut trigger guard, raised 25-LPI checkering and an 
internal magwell, it combines classic CZ 75 ergonomics with purpose-

driven features ideal for competition. To ensure that the trigger is up to 
snuff, both the hammer and the sear are directly pinned in the frame to 

solidify trigger pull consistency. DA pull weight is from 8-8.5 lbs while 
SA clocks in at 3-3.5 lbs and a short reset is standard. The trigger itself is 

lifted from the CZ 85 Combat. 

The slide is CNCed from 4140 bar stock and features front and rear 
serrations, CZ Custom low-mount rear sight and fiber-optic front.

Icing on the cake is a 4.925” Match-grade bull barrel made from 416 
stainless steel.

Built for the higher capacity P-09/P-07/P-10 magazine platform, the 
A01-LD ships with two 19-round P-09 magazines.  

Made in Mesa, AZ, USA. 

When it comes to tuned competition CZs, there’s no one who builds more of them each year than Angus Hobdell, owner 
of CZ Custom. Angus has been building pistols for us for the better part of a decade, with his shop becoming the de facto 
CZ-USA custom pistol shop. Each year we partner with him to build a handful of models that combine the best parts 
available to meet the varying needs and budgets of competitive shooters. Check out CZ Custom at czcustom.com.

CZ 75 SP-01 SHADOW 
TARGET II

9mm Luger | Black polymer
The Target II is a competition-ready pre-B-style SP-01 Shadow, 

featuring a CZ Custom trigger job with a short-reset trigger, fully 
adjustable rear sight, fiber-optic front sight, stainless steel guide 

rod, lighter springs for competition (11-lb recoil and 13-lb main), 
extended magazine release and checkered aluminum grips. It was 
created by champion shooter Angus Hobdell’s CZ Custom Shop to 

have trigger pulls of 3 to 4 lbs in SA and 7.5 to 8.5 lbs in DA.

CZ ACCUSHADOW 2
9mm Luger | Black polymer

Leave it to CZ Custom to take the Shadow 2 to the next level! 
To anchor the muzzle in the slide, their new ¼ turn 1911 style 

AccuBushing makes the pistol capable of sub-3” groups at 50 yards. 
A custom hammer further lightens and smooths the DA and SA 
pulls, while the reset is shortened with a hand-fit disconnector. 

Whether you’re after outstanding accuracy, an edge in competition 
or just plain fun — the AccuShadow 2 can deliver!

HANDGUNS SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING



DAN WESSON
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FEATURES
• Hand-fit 70-series frame and slide
• Forged slides and barrels
• Hand-fit match barrels
• Billet alloy steel fire-control system
• Zero MIM parts
• All premium components
• Lowered and flared ejection port
• Beveled magazine well
• Carry bevel treatment
• Undercut triggerguards
• Hand-polished flats
• Crisp 3.5-5 lb. factory trigger job
• Two magazines
• Signature-series case
• Cable lock and manual

In 1968, Dan Wesson struck off on his own to manufacture fine firearms that 
deviated from the standard. 50 years later the company he founded is still going 
strong and still building unique products. Though there are many manufacturers 
of 1911s, not many combine custom-level fitting, top-shelf parts and clean, elegant 
lines like a Dan Wesson — let alone at such an attainable price. 

We produce only a few thousand handguns a year, using the best components 
and finishes the industry has to offer. We painstakingly hand-fit and polish 
each and every part, creating the best possible production 1911. Even a custom 
pistol maker would be hard-pressed to build a gun that would outperform ours 
straight out of the box. No matter the model, from our entry-level Vigil series to 
the long-slide Bruin, we are proud to provide our customers the best bang for 
the buck in the industry.

All our pistols share the same match-grade components, but specific features 
vary by model. We invite you to find another production 1911 in our price range 
that gives you everything Dan Wesson has to offer.

For more images and detailed feature breakdowns, 
visit our website at danwessonfirearms.com.

DW DWX
9mm Luger, 40 S&W | Black Duty finish, red grips, trigger and mag bases

It started as an experiment — a grand melding of Dan Wesson and CZ pistols. Borrowing the crisp single 
action fire control group of a DW 1911 and combining it with the ergonomics and capacity of a CZ, the resulting 

pistol emerged as something great. 

Designed initially for competition use, the DWX has evolved into much more than that, with both full-size and 
compact variants. Its locked breech barrel system is simple, ditching the standard 1911 link system and using 

CZ-style takedown via the slide stop. The easier take-down will be familiar to any hammer-fired CZ owner, as is 
removing the match-grade barrel due to the bushing-less barrel system that resembles a P-10 or P-09/P-07. 

Double-stack magazines based on the P-09/P-10 boost the capacity of the full-size to 19+1 with flush bases, and 
many standard 1911 parts enable gunsmiths and competitive shooters to tune the X just the way they like it. 

Sights are easily customized, using a 1911-style dovetailed sight in the front and a CZ Shadow 2 style sight cut 
in the rear. For lefties, the magazine catch is easily swappable to either side. As with all Dan Wessons, the DWX 

has no MIM parts whatsoever.

With the grip angle and contours that made the CZ 75 a stand-out in the realm of pistol ergonomics, the 
DWX is a natural fit to most hands. The full-size DWX uses standard CZ 75 grips and magwells, allowing easy 

customization. With so many ways to individually tune the DWX, it is sure to shine in USPSA Limited Division! 

DW DWX COMPACT
9mm Luger | Black Duty finish, red trigger

A more concealable version of the DWX, the Compact has an 
aluminum frame with a shorter grip and a shorter slide. Using 

the double-stack magazine from the CZ 75 Compact, magazine 
capacity is and impressive 15+1. To make it more comfortable to 

carry, the DWX Compact frontstrap and backstrap have Frag 
pattern checkering (inspired by Ned Christiansen).

For those who like to customize how their pistol looks and feels, 
the DWX Compact will accept grips and magwells made for CZ 75 

Compact models.

MODEL VARIANT:
DW DWX Compact w/ Light Rail — Railed dustcover for accessories
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DAN WESSON
DW VALOR
45 ACP | Matte stainless

Our long-time flagship of the Dan Wesson line returns in glorious 
form! With a bevy of changes, the Valor now features a Stan Chen SI 
magwell, tapered grips and a tactical ambidextrous safety. Our new 
style slide stop is recessed, allowing for the use of laser grip panels. 

Sitting atop the slide are a serrated U-notch rear sight and a front 
tritium with a large orange ring, while GI-style cocking serrations 

give it a classic look. Our new inset serrations not only knock down 
any glare from the top of the slide — they also look great!

The stainless steel slide and frame of the Valor can be had in a  
matte bead-blast or our black Duty finish. 

MODEL VARIANT:
DW Valor Black — Black Duty finish, white/black grips

DW HEIRLOOM 
45 ACP | Color case/blued 

Kicking off what we plan to be a regular but especially limited series, 
the Heirloom is a piece of art. Instead of one of our standard finishes, 

the frame sports a gorgeous color case hardening – the result of a 
heat treating process that leaves a layer of carbon in a brilliant and 

random color pattern with golds, greys, blues and purples. An or-
nately-engraved slide sits atop this fine frame, with ample scrollwork 

and minimal text in typical Dan Wesson fashion.

Frontstrap and backstrap are checkered 25 LPI for the ideal amount 
of grip, and a set of smooth French walnut grips give beautiful 

contrast. A classy set of sights are perched on the round-top slide 
with a serrated U-notch in rear and a brass bead out front.

DW V-BOB
45 ACP | Black Duty finish

Little brother to the Valor, the V-Bob is a Commander-size variant 
with a bobbed mainspring housing to boot. Ideal as a concealed 

carry piece, it has a shorter 4.25” match-grade barrel. A set of tapered 
grips and a tactical ambidextrous safety add several features that 

have become increasingly popular when customers request custom 
pistols. Our new style slide stop is recessed, allowing for the use of 

laser grip panels.

Our new inset serrations knock down the glare between the sights — 
a serrated U-notch in the rear and a tritium with a large orange ring 

in the front. Classic good looks come courtesy a set of GI-style rear 
slide serrations.

The stainless slide and frame on V-Bobs can be had in a bead-blasted 
finish or our black Duty Coat — a signature finish that makes the 
stainless even more hardy. For folks who like both, we now have a 

two-tone as well.  

MODEL VARIANT:
DW V-Bob — Matte stainless steel, black grips

DW V-BOB TWO-TONE
(LIMITED PRODUCTION)

45 ACP | Matte stainless/blued
With a blued slide and a matte stainless frame, the V-Bob  

Two-Tone has a little more flash!

DW KODIAK
10mm Auto | Tri-tone

Letting full-power 10mm loads achieve their potential, the long-
slide Kodiak features a 6-inch bushing-less bull barrel.  Available 

in two finish variants, the Black version has bronzed controls and 
barrel while the tri-tone adds a matte gray slide to boot.

Not only does that long barrel give the potent 10mm more time to 
build energy, the sight radius that comes with it allows for more 
accuracy as well as greater slide/barrel mass, reducing felt recoil 

and muzzle flip.

Fully-adjustable sights are fitted with fiber optic rods for 
illumination, and a rail on the dustcover allows for the mounting 
of a light or laser. Reloads are made smoother by the addition of 

a magwell and an ambidextrous safety makes this 1911 a bit more 
lefty-friendly. 

Model Variant: 
DW Kodiak Black — Black Duty finish slide

DW BRUIN
10mm Auto | Two-tone black/bronze Duty finish

With more folks than ever choosing to hunt with a handgun and the 
continuing resurgence of the 10mm cartridge, we decided it was 

time to bring the heat. Our first long-slide 1911, the Bruin was born 
to hunt. The long slide means a long sight radius and the 6” barrel 
within allows full-power 10mm loads as much time as possible to 

use their powder charge. Fully adjustable tritium sights ensure that 
when shooting hours arrive, you’ll be able to see the sights. Not only 
that, but we’re using a tritium/fiber-optic combo front sight to make 

sure the front glows day or night.

MODEL VARIANT:
DW Bruin Black — 10mm or 45 ACP, black Duty finish, red/black grips
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DAN WESSON
DW DISCRETION 

9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish
With suppressors becoming more and more mainstream, the 

Discretion’s match-grade stainless barrel is extended and threaded 
to make it a ready host. Its aggressively-ported slide helps make 

up for the added weight of a can out front, while its serrated trigger 
and competition-inspired hammer give it a look all of its own. 

High tritium sights allow for sighting over the top of most pistol 
suppressors, with a rear designed so that the slide can be racked on 

a belt if using the pistol one-handed. 

DW DISCRETION 
COMMANDER

9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish
This shorter, Commander-length version of the Discretion might 

actually be a better suppressor host than its 5” big brother. By 
reducing slide and barrel length, weight is removed from the 

muzzle end, meaning once your suppressor of choice is attached it’s 
much less muzzle-heavy than its Government-sized counterpart. 

DW SPECIALIST 
9mm Luger, 10mm Auto, 45 ACP | Matte stainless

Getting a facelift for 2020, the Specialist features our new style 
light rail frame (as seen on the Kodiak) as well as forward cocking 

serrations and our inset slide serrations that reduce glare between 
the sights. 

The result of law enforcement agencies asking us to build more 
reliable, durable 1911s for duty use, the Specialist included all of their 

requests in one package. The additions that made it into an ideal 
pistol for law enforcement also made it perfect for personal defense, 

so we gladly offered it for sale to the public. 

The stainless steel slide has a 1913-style rail integrated into it for 
installation of lights and lasers, while the undercut trigger guard 

and 25 LPI frontstrap checkering help plant the pistol. Controls are 
prominent, with an ambidextrous thumb safety, extended magazine 

release and a magwell to facilitate quick reloads. Finished off with 
a set of G-10 grips that guide the hand up and into the extended 

beavertail, the Specialist is topped with a set of tritium sights  
front and rear, the back sight configured in a stacked dot style. 

MODEL VARIANTS:
DW Specialist Black — 9mm Luger, 10mm Auto, 45 ACP,  

black Duty finish 
DW Specialist Commander — 45 ACP, Commander-length slide, 

matte stainless finish 
DW Specialist Commander Black — 45 ACP, Commander-length 

slide, black Duty finish 
DW Specialist Distressed — 45 ACP, distressed Duty finish 

DW RAZORBACK 
10mm Auto | Brushed/bead blasted stainless

Our Razorback has always been our most popular 10mm platform. 
A 5” 1911, it features our serrated target rib machined on the top 

of the slide with fixed defensive sights. We fit a match-grade, 
ramped barrel for use of the most popular 10mm loads and 

smoother feeding. The slide is mated to our standard forged frame 
with undercut trigger guard and smooth frontstrap. On both the 

frame and the slide, we polish the flats to a soft brushed finish 
and sandblast the rounds. The gun is finished off with a nice set of 

double diamond cocobolo grips. Chambered in the powerful 10mm 
cartridge, the Razorback is a very versatile 1911 package suitable for 

defensive use, target shooting and handgun hunting of medium-
sized game up to deer or wild boar.

DW WRAITH
9mm Luger, 10mm Auto, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish

Anyone who’s been paying attention to the development of the 
CZ and Dan Wesson lines in recent years will have noticed a trend 
— many more Suppressor-Ready pistols. The Wraith is a threaded 

Government-size 1911 available in 45 ACP, 10mm or 9mm and is 
blacked out from head to toe in our Duty finish. 

 

A set of tapered G-10 grips are cut short to accommodate a magwell 
and the slide wears a set of high night sights. 

DW A2
(LIMITED PRODUCTION)

45 ACP | Blued
Introduced last year to rave reviews, the A2 is our vision of what the 

3rd generation of military 1911 could have looked like. New for 2018 
is a Parkerized version, even further standing as a testament to the 

most-copied pistol design in history. 

A lowered and flared ejection port, modern combat sights, tactical 
beavertail and an extended thumb safety as well as a hint of 

undercutting to the trigger guard make this one combat-ready pistol.

Starting with a forged steel frame and slide, the A2 is built using top-
shelf parts, with each component being hand-fit. Parts are blended 

by hand, then it is bead-blasted and finished in a matte blue. 

Double-diamond walnut grips give it a classic look while the stainless 
steel match barrel and tight slide-to-frame fit ensure that it’s no 

slouch in the accuracy department.
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DAN WESSON
DW VIGIL 

SUPPRESSOR-READY
9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish

A more affordable entry into the Dan Wesson lineup, the Vigil series 
pistols are all built around a forged aluminum frame with a stainless slide. 

The round-top slide wears a tritium sight on the front and a serrated 
tactical rear. The frontstrap is checkered 25 LPI as is the rear that also 

features a rounded butt for comfortable carry.

This Suppressor-Ready variant is Government-size with an extended, 
threaded barrel and high sights with a tritium front. 

MODEL VARIANT:
DW Vigil — Standard non-threaded match barrel  

and standard-height sights

DW VIGIL 
COMMANDER

9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish
With the same features as the Government-size Vigil, this shorter 

Commander drops some weight due to its shorter barrel and slide, 
making it a mid-size pistol that remains incredibly shootable while 

being easier to carry on-body all day. 

DW VIGIL CCO
9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish

Rounding out the Vigil series, the CCO variant combines a sub-
compact Officer frame with a compact Commander slide and 

barrel. Ideal for concealed carry, it is light as can be while retaining 
the sight radius of a Commander model, making it very shootable. 

Like all of the Vigil pistols, the Vigil CCO wears a set of cocobolo 
Shadow grips, a forged aluminum frame with 25-LPI frontstrap 

checkering and a round-top slide with a tactical sight in the rear and 
a tritium night sight in the front. 

DW TCP
9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish

Combining a match-grade bull barrel and our new railed alloy 
frame, the Tactical Compact Pistol sits in the sweet spot of 

concealability and shootability. The TCP for short, its compact 
stainless slide is tri-topped and has aggressive slide serrations. A 

top rib helps reduce glare and it features our new U-notch rear sight 
with a whopping .156” wide notch paired with our brass-beaded 

front sight.

Its ramped bull barrel has a 30 degree crown and is flush cut for 
easier disassembly. Its recoil system uses a similar flat wire recoil 
spring to our ECO. Rated for 15,000 rounds in 45 ACP, that’s three 

times the round count of a typical 1911 dual recoil spring setup.

The TCP’s grips are also new, with a tapered profile that is slim at 
the top and full-width at the bottom, giving shooters with smaller 
hands an easier reach to the trigger. With three facets that mimic 

the distinctive slide, their serrated features encourage a high, 
deep grip. Our one-piece magwell, flat K-style trigger and square 

hammer round out the features.

All-in, the TCP tips the scales at just 32 ounces, making it an 
accurate pistol that’s easy to carry on the regular. 

DW ECP
9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish

Bringing the heavy, match-grade bull barrel from our Officer-size 
ECO to a bit bigger platform, the Enhanced Compact Pistol is a 

4” gun that conceals well but is a tack-driver at the range. With a 
compact, stainless steel slide and a forged aluminum frame, weight 

is kept to a svelte 29 ounces. Our new tapered G-10 grips and a 
bobbed frame enhance its ergonomics, affording shooters with 

smaller hands an easier reach to the trigger.

A tri-topped slide wears aggressive side serrations and a top rib to 
knock down glare, while our new U-notch rear sight is matched 
to our brass-beaded front sight. The bull barrel itself is flush-cut 

to make for easier disassembly and has a 30 degree crown. With a 
similar recoil system to the ECO, it has a flat wire recoil spring that 

is rated for 15,000 rounds – three times the round count of a typical 
1911 dual recoil spring setup.

With a compact size that melts away when concealed and a beefy 
bull barrel, the ECP is an ideal 1911 for everyday carry. 

DW ECO
9mm Luger, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish 

We wanted to give our customers the smallest, lightest gun we could 
without sacrificing accuracy, dependability and stopping power. Enter the 

ECO — a single-stack, Officer-size 1911 that weighs only 25 ounces.  

The lightweight 3.5” slide is topped with tritium night sights with our 
tactical rear, which allows for easy one-handed racking. The ECO barrel is 
a flush-cut, ramped bull barrel with a target crown rather than the tradi-

tional barrel bushing setup, allowing it to be more compact and easier to 
disassemble. 

The frame is anodized aluminum and features an undercut trigger guard 
and 25-LPI checkering. The mainspring housing is also aluminum with 
25-LPI checkering and a rounded bottom corner for concealability and 

shooting comfort. The enhanced grip safety and slim-line G-10 grips plant 
the pistol in your hand, allowing for faster follow-up shots and better recoil 

control. Just like the Guardian, the ECO’s slide and small parts receive the 
Duty finish, and it’s available in both 9mm and 45 ACP. 
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DAN WESSON

DW P0INTMAN NINE 
(PM-9)

9mm Luger | Brushed/bead blasted stainless
The Pointman series has been offered in limited quantities in the 

past, and demand always outpaces production capacity. Featuring 
our serrated rib on top of the forged slide, it has an adjustable target 
sight in the rear and fiber-optic sight in the front, and front and rear 

cocking serrations. 

The frame is forged stainless with an undercut trigger guard and 
25-LPI frontstrap checkering. The flats are polished to a soft brushed 

finish, and the rounds are sandblasted for a nice contrast. Double 
diamond cocobolo grips finish it off. With the lower cost of 9mm 
ammunition and mild recoil, this is the perfect model for getting 

acquainted with the 1911. Holding 9+1 rounds, the PM-9 shines both 
at the range and in competition.

MODEL VARIANT:
DW Pointman 45 (PM-45) — 45 ACP

DW P0INTMAN CARRY 
(PM-C)

45 ACP | Brushed/bead blasted stainless
A fully stainless take on the CCO concept (Commander-length slide 
with an Officer frame), the Pointman Carry is easily concealed while 

being incredibly comfortable to shoot. With features closely mirroring 
the full-size Pointman Nine, its reduced grip length makes it disappear 

under even thin cover garments and its stainless frame helps soak up 
recoil. Aiding this are a round butt mainspring housing, bobbed grip 

safety, low-profile slide stop and a tactical thumb safety. 

Besides its size, a few key differences set it apart from the full-size 
Pointman series. Lack of forward serrations and a fixed combat rear 

sight help make it better in its role as an every day CCW.

DW HERITAGE 
45 ACP | Brushed/bead blasted stainless

Building on one of our longest-lived models, the Heritage is a 
Government-sized pistol with classic good looks. Polished flats 

and cocobolo grips make it stand out, while 25-LPI frontstrap 
and backstrap checkering plant it in the hand without being too 

aggressive. A front fiber-optic sight glows brightly above our new 
serrated slide top, and its 5” match barrel makes it a joy to shoot at 

the range.

DW P0INTMAN SEVEN 
(PM7)

45 ACP | Brushed/bead blasted stainless
While the differences between it and the PM-45 are few, they 

are enough that the PM-45 is deemed an entirely different gun 
and can’t be sold in the state of California. Not “safe” enough, or 

something along those lines. 

With legacy features, the PM7-45 is as the Pointman was first 
configured many years ago — with an adjustable rear target sight, 

blacked-out front sight and forward serrations. A smooth front 
strap, 25-LPI rear strap and double-diamond Cocobolo grips secure 

the pistol in the hand, and flats are brushed and rounds are bead-
blasted. 

DW COMMANDER 
CLASSIC BOBTAIL

45 ACP | Brushed/bead blasted stainless
Produced only in small numbers in past years, a resurgence in 

demand means we brought this handy little pistol back into regular 
production. One of the few California-legal models in our 1911 line, it 

has a loyal and growing following in the Golden State. With stainless 
steel slide and frame, its flats are brushed and rounds are bead 

blasted. With snag-free tritium sights and a bobbed mainspring 
housing, it’s an excellent candidate for concealed carry.
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Catalog SKU Model Caliber Mag. 
Cap.

Frame 
Material Slide Finish Grip

Overall 
Length 

in

Barrel 
Length 

in

Width 
in

Weight 
oz Sights Safety Elements MSRP

35 92001 DW DWX 9mm Luger 19 Stainless Duty Aluminum 8.5 4.95 1.53 44 Front FO, Rear HAJO Ambi thumb safety $1,799

35 92011 DW DWX 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty Aluminum 8.5 4.95 1.53 44 Front FO, Rear HAJO Ambi thumb safety $1,799

35 92002 DW DWX 40 S&W 15 Stainless Duty Aluminum 8.5 4.95 1.53 44 Front FO, Rear HAJO Ambi thumb safety $1,799

35 92101 DW DWX Compact w/ Light Rail 9mm Luger 15 Aluminum Duty Aluminum 7.47 4 1.24 28.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety $1,799

35 92111 DW DWX Compact w/ Light Rail 9mm Luger 10 Aluminum Duty Aluminum 7.47 4 1.24 28.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety $1,799

35 92102 DW DWX Compact 9mm Luger 15 Aluminum Duty Aluminum 7.47 4 1.24 27.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety $1,799

35 92112 DW DWX Compact 9mm Luger 10 Aluminum Duty Aluminum 7.47 4 1.24 27.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety $1,799

36 01822 DW Heirloom 45 ACP 8 Steel Blued Wood 8.75 5 1.45 40 Front Brass Bead Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,380

36 01852 DW Kodiak 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 47.1 Front FO, Rear ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,349

36 01853 DW Kodiak 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 47.1 Front FO, Rear ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,299

36 01841 DW Bruin Bronze 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 Front FO/NS, Rear ANS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,235

36 01840 DW Bruin 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 Front FO/NS, Rear ANS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,235

36 01839 DW Bruin 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 Front FO/NS, Rear ANS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,103

37 01824 DW Valor 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 Front NS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,864

37 01823 DW Valor Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 Front NS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,181

37 01826 DW V-Bob Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 Front NS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,103

37 01827 DW V-Bob 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 Front NS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,851

37 01825 DW V-Bob Two-Tone 45 ACP 8 Stainless Blued G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 Front NS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,864

38 01807 DW Specialist 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,732

38 01815 DW Specialist 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,851

38 01802 DW Specialist 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,732

38 01806 DW Specialist Black 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,984

38 01814 DW Specialist Black 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,115

38 01801 DW Specialist Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,049

38 01809 DW Specialist Commander 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,732

38 01808 DW Specialist Commander Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,049

38 01805 DW Specialist Distressed 45 ACP 8 Stainless Distressed Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,049

38 01889 DW Razorback 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 40.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,586

38 01946 DW A2 45 ACP 8 Steel Bead Blasted 
Blue Wood 8.6 5 1.45 40 Combat Tactical thumb safety, grip safety $1,363

39 01886 DW Discretion 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.2 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,181

39 01885 DW Discretion 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.2 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,181

39 01888 DW Discretion Commander 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 8.8 5 1.5 41.7 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,181

39 01887 DW Discretion Commander 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.8 5 1.5 41.7 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,181

39 01812 DW Wraith 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.3 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,720

39 01811 DW Wraith 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.3 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,785

39 01810 DW Wraith 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.3 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,720

40 01884 DW ECP 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty G10 7.64 4 1.25 29 Front Brass Bead Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,575

40 01883 DW ECP 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty G10 7.64 4 1.25 29 Front Brass Bead Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,600

40 01845 DW TCP 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty G10 7.64 4 1.25 32 Front Brass Bead Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,700

40 01846 DW TCP 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty G10 7.64 4 1.25 32 Front Brass Bead Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,725

40 01968 DW ECO 9mm Luger 8 Aluminum Duty G10 7.25 3.50 1.45 27.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,623

40 01969 DW ECO 45 ACP 7 Aluminum Duty G10 7.25 3.50 1.45 27.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,662

41 01831 DW Vigil Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 9.4 5.75 1.45 33.6 High, Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,397

41 01830 DW Vigil Suppressor-Ready 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 9.4 5.75 1.45 33.6 High, Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,397

41 01833 DW Vigil 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 8.6 5 1.45 32.8 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298

41 01832 DW Vigil 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 8.6 5 1.45 32.8 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298

41 01835 DW Vigil Commander 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 30.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298

41 01834 DW Vigil Commander 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 30.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298

41 01837 DW Vigil CCO 9mm Luger 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 29.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298

41 01836 DW Vigil CCO 45 ACP 7 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 29.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298

42 01942 DW Pointman Nine (PM-9) 9mm Luger 9 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 41.3 ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,626

42 01943 DW Pointman 45 (PM-45) 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 41.3 ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,626

42 01843 DW Pointman Carry (PM-C) 45 ACP 7 Stainless Brushed Wood 8 4.25 1.45 36.7 Front FO Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597

43 01900 DW Pointman Seven (PM-7) 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 40.2 ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597

43 01912 DW Commander Classic Bobtail 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed/Bead 
Blasted Wood 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,688

43 01858 DW Heritage 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed/Bead 
Blasted Rubber 8.75 5 1.45 39.1 Front FO Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,586

44 01828 DW Guardian 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,586

44 01838 DW Guardian 38 Super 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,586

44 01829 DW Guardian 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,649

44 01935 DW 715 Revolver Pistol Pack 357 Magnum N/A Stainless Brushed Rubber 9.5, 11.5, 
13.5 4, 6, 8 1.50 47 ADJ Transfer-bar safety $1,999

ADJ — adjustable, NS — night sight, FNS — fixed tritium night sights, ANS — adjustable night sights, FO/NS — Fiber Optic/Tritium combo sight, SA — single action

nn
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DAN WESSON

DW GUARDIAN
9MM Luger, 38 Super, 45 ACP | Black Duty finish

black anodized
A mainstay in our line, the Guardian has a 25-LPI checkered 
and bobbed aluminum frame and mainspring housing that 

reduce weight and help it print less when carried concealed. The 
Commander-length slide gives it a good barrel length and sight 
radius, making it not only concealable but very shootable at the 
range. Fixed night sights are robust and are lit by tritum lamps.

DW 715 PISTOL PACK 
(LIMITED PRODUCTION)

357 Magnum/38 Special | Brushed stainless
The 715 is as it was before — designed and built to be the most accurate, 

rugged and versatile revolver on the market. Famous for its swappable 
barrels and tack-driving accuracy, the 715 Pistol Pack is shipped with 4”, 6” 
and 8” barrel/shroud assemblies in the modern heavy vent shroud profile, 

the weight of which tames the recoil of the 357 Magnum very well.

Like its famous predecessors, barrel assemblies and grips are easily 
swapped by the shooter, and the 715 accepts grips and barrel/shroud 

assemblies from 15-2 model and newer revolvers. The tensioned barrel of 
the DW interchangeable barrel system enhances accuracy, pulling the 

barrel tight like a guitar string, enabling it to vibrate at the same frequency 
every time. 

The forward crane latch, located in front of the cylinder and paired with a 
rear ball detent, helps to ensure proper cylinder/barrel alignment during 

firing. While the tensioned barrel definitely improves accuracy over other 
revolvers, it’s that consistent cylinder/barrel alignment that contributes 
most to the accuracy of the design. Additionally, the clockwise-rotating 
cylinder reduces stress on the crane, since it turns in the same direction 

the crane locks, prolonging service life and keeping everything tight. The 
715's frame is robust, built to handle the heaviest of factory loads.

Each Pistol Pack is shipped in a custom Dan Wesson hardcase with 
compartments for the additional barrel assemblies and a factory-supplied 

barrel wrench kit.

DAN WESSON SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING
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If we were to pick one thing that our previous rimfire platforms 
were lacking, it was an American-style push-to-fire safety — 
something Hunter’s Education instructors and 4-H shooting 
coaches have begged us to incorporate for years. Though that 
was the most obvious change, we also took the opportunity to 
tweak a load of small things at the same time. In addition to the 
receiver-mounted, push-to-fire safety, we chopped almost an 
inch of length from the action and slabsided it to reduce its foot-
print and weight. The stamped bottom metal of the 455 is gone, 
swapped for a classy two-piece interlocking system. To make 
scope fitment easier, we ditched the 90º bolt rotation in favor 
of 60º, allowing for larger ocular bell diameters with lower ring 
heights. To top it all off, the 457 now features a trigger adjustable 
for weight, creep and overtravel. With the exact same swappable 
barrel system as the 455 and the same reliable polymer maga-
zine system, the 457 is without a doubt the best rimfire platform 
we’ve ever fielded.

CZ RIMFIRE

CZ 457 FEATURES
• Push-to-fire safety
• Trigger with adjustable pull weight, creep and 
   overtravel
• Action fully machined from bar stock
• Cold-hammer-forged,  
   hydraulically-lapped barrel
• Detachable magazine (5, 10, 25 and single-shot 
   adapter available in 22 LR)
• Hardy nitride finish
• 11mm dovetail milled into receiver
• 60º bolt rotation
• Interchangeable barrels
• Interchangeable stocks

CZ 457 
VARMINT MTR

22 LR | Walnut/nitride
Taking our heavy-barreled rimfire to the next level, the 457 Match Target Rifle gets a bit more attention than the 

average 457 Varmint. Its Match chamber is cut to the tightest specification that CIP will allow, meaning it will 
perform impressively well with top-tier ammo. The MTR’s Turkish walnut stock is designed with ergonomics in 

mind, and its vertical grip has a comfortable palm swell and laser stippling for texture. A large, flat forend has dual 
QD studs for running a bipod and a sling, and wrap-around stippling gives much more grip for the forward hand.

CZ 457 PROVARMINT 
SUPPRESSOR-READY

22 LR | Black-painted laminate/nitride 
Always one of our most popular Varmint models, the ProVarmint has a heavy 16.5” barrel threaded 1/2x28 for 

use with a suppressor or other muzzle device. Riding in a black-painted laminate stock, it incorporates features 
found on much more expensive stocks without pushing the price of the rifle through the roof. The short barrel 

gives plenty of time for the cartridge to get a full burn while increasing the rigidity of the barrel, resulting in a 
rifle that drives tacks. Quietly.

CZ 457 VARMINT PRECISION  
CHASSIS SUPPRESSOR-READY 

22 LR | Black anodized aluminum/nitride 
Precision rimfire rifle competitions have been gaining steam in the last few years and CZ rifles have been go-to 

equipment for the sport. Expanding on our premium offerings, the Varmint Precision Chassis pairs our heavy-
barreled 457 action with an aluminum chassis of our own design. Equipped with an adjustable Luth-AR stock, an 

AR-style grip, QD sling sockets and plenty of M-LOK slots, proper fit and customization are easy to accomplish. 

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 457 Varmint Precision Chassis Suppressor-Ready — Tapered varmint profile 24” barrel, 1/2x28

CZ 457 VARMINT PRECISION 
TRAINER SUPPRESSOR-READY

22 LR | Camo composite/nitride 
A constant in our rimfire line, the Precision Trainer was designed to provide the same look and feel as a full-size 
tactical rifle while allowing for more economical training. Though the golden days of cheap and plentiful 22 LR 
ammo may be behind us, the Precision Trainer has become more popular than we ever could have imagined.  

Based off the PRS1 stock, this special Manners carbon-fiber composite stock provides a rock-solid platform and 
is finished in a three-color camouflage pattern with a base of carbon fiber peeking through the background. 
The stock itself has multiple layers of carbon fiber and fiberglass hand-laid in high-temperature epoxy resins, 

then placed in a vacuum and heat-cured to create the perfect resin-to-fabric ratio. Combined with a 24” tapered 
Varmint barrel threaded 1/2x28, the Precision Trainer is a paper-puncher with surgical precision.

 
MODEL VARIANTS:

CZ 457 Varmint Precision Trainer Suppressor-Ready — 0.866” profile 16.5” barrel, 1/2x28
CZ 457 Varmint Precision Trainer — 0.866” profile 20.5” barrel, no muzzle threads

CZ 457
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CZ RIMFIRE

CZ 457 ROYAL
22 LR | Walnut/nitride 

With a premium Walnut stock and decorative forend tip, the Royal definitely plays the part! Intended for use 
with a scope, it has a high, flat American-style comb and no sights, while its forend is especially long, giving it 

an attractive look that harkens back to early rimfire rifles. The Royal’s 20.5” barrel is threaded 1/2x20 (a European 
standard).

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 457 Royal — 16.5” barrel threaded 1/2x20

CZ 457 VARMINT
22 LR, 17 HMR, 22 WMR | Walnut/nitride

The standard heavy-barreled version of the 457, the Varmint has a .866” cylindrical barrel. Not only does the 
heavy barrel make for good harmonics, it also allows the Varmint to perform well with a wide variety of rimfire 

loads, translating into an accurate platform for shooting targets or getting game. The Turkish walnut stock has 
an American-style comb for use with a scope and a wide, flat forend that rides a sandbag well. Laser-cut stippling 

gives grip fore and aft.

CZ 457 VARMINT AT-ONE®
22 LR | Nutmeg laminate/nitride 

Using the popular Boyd’s AT-ONE® stock as its basis, this 457 Varmint variant makes an ideal trainer for the whole 
family. With the push of a button, length of pull can be adjusted from 12.5”to 14.25”. Comb height is similarly 

adjustable, with 5/8” of rise available. The stiff laminate stock provides a nice, rigid platform from which to work 
and the 16.5” threaded heavy barrel makes fitting a suppressor easy.

CZ 457 LUX
22 LR, 17 HMR, 22 WMR | Walnut/nitride 

Designed in the European style, the Lux has a hogback stock fashioned from Turkish walnut. With a cheekpiece 
and comb ideal for use with its crisp iron sights, this 457 is one classy plinker. Like all 457s, it has an 11mm dovetail 

for mounting optics and can be quckly and easily swapped to a different chambering with the addition of a 
second barrel set (sold in our webstore). One 5-round magazine is included.

CZ 457 PREMIUM
22 LR | Walnut/nitride 

A modern classic in the European style, the 457 Premium has all sorts of flair! Its Turkish walnut stock has a 
decorative forend tip with Schnabel, while its hog-back stock has a mild Monte Carlo and a cheekpiece. Its 24.8” 

barrel wears irons, with a tangent rear sight and a fiber optic front sight, while the muzzle is threaded 1/2x20 (a 
European standard). 

CZ 457 TRAINING RIFLE
22 LR | Beechwood/nitride

Starting out in our classic 452 platform, transitioning to our switch-barrel 455, now manifested in our push-to-fire 
457, the Training Rifle is famous in the niche of rimfire competition. With all the same features it’s always had, 

the 457 Training Rifle has a 24.8” barrel, tangent rear sight (adjustable for distance) and beechwood stock with 
Schnabel forend.

Between the long sight radius and the crisp iron sights, it’s no wonder the Training Rifle has become a favorite in 
open-sight Rimfire Sporter competition. An ideal rifle for introducing youth to the shooting sports, the Training 

Rifle is shipped with a 5-round magazine, but single-shot adapters and 10-round magazines are available.

CZ 457 JAGUAR 
22 LR | Beechwood/nitride 

For those who love a long sight radius, the Jaguar pairs our crisp iron sights with a 28.6” barrel! The rear tangent 
sight is easily adjusted for distances from 25 to 200 meters, and the muzzle is threaded 1/2x28 for a suppressor. 

With a beechwood stock ideal for open sights, it has grip stippling that follows with the Jaguar motif.

CZ 457 AMERICAN
22 LR, 17 HMR, 22 WMR | Walnut/nitride  

The classic American-style rimfire rifle, this gorgeous 457 has a 24.8” barrel with no sights and is meant to be 
topped with a scope. Its Turkish walnut stock has a high, flat comb and a classic checkering pattern. Like all of our 

457s, it has an 11mm dovetail milled into the top of its receiver for attaching scope ringmounts.  

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 457 American Combo — Ships with both 22 LR and 17 HMR barrel sets, magazines and required tools
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CZ RIMFIRE

CZ 457 SCOUT
22 LR | Beechwood/nitride 

Built to be an ideal first gun for young shooters, the Scout has a short 12” length of pull. With simple leaf rear sight 
and blade front (rear adjustable for windage, front for elevation), learning the basics of sight picture has never 

been easier. 11mm dovetails on the receiver make adding a scope a breeze. Own a suppressor? 457 Scouts have a 
muzzle that’s threaded 1/2x28, allowing for hearing-safe shooting without the need for muffs or plugs. As young 

shooters outgrow the short stock, adding a full-size stock is easy as can be. Any of our 457 stocks with a sporter bar-
rel will fit (American, Lux, Training Rifle, etc.), and the same goes for the many barrel sets available for the 455/457 
platforms.Shipped with a single shot adapter to teach ammo conservation, any of the 455/457 magazines will fit, 

with capacities of 5, 10 and 25 rounds. 

CZ 512 AMERICAN
22 WMR | Walnut/blue 

Set up for optics, the 512 American has a Turkish walnut stock with laser-cut checkering. The unique semi-auto’s 
action is comprised of an aluminum alloy upper receiver, which secures the barrel and bolt assembly, and a 

fiberglass-reinforced polymer lower half that houses the trigger mechanism and the magazine well. The modular 
design is easily maintained, requiring only a coin as a tool for fieldstripping. Sharing magazines and scope rings 

with the CZ 455, the 512 makes the perfect companion to your bolt-action CZ rifle.

CZ 512 STANDARD
22 WMR | Beechwood/blue 

The standard iron-sighted version of the CZ 512, this model is the one that kicked off the 512 line. One of the only 
affordable and reliable semi-auto 22 WMR rifles on the market, it has built a reputation as a tack-driver owing to its 

cold hammer forged barrel and crisp fully-adjustable iron sights. 

Page in

 Catalog SKU Model Caliber Stock Stock Type Mag. 
Type

Mag. 
Cap. Trigger Sights

Barrel 
Length 

in

Weight 
lbs

Barrel 
Profile MSRP

48 02345 CZ 457 Varmint MTR 22 LR Walnut Target D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7.5 Varmint $752

49 02360 CZ 457 Varmint Precision Chassis Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Aluminum/
Polymer Chassis D 5 ADJ None 16.5 7.0 Varmint $999

49 02361 CZ 457 Varmint Precision Chassis Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Aluminum/
Polymer Chassis D 5 ADJ None 24 7.65 Varmint $999

49 02356 CZ 457 Varmint Precision Trainer Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Carbon Fiber 
Composite Target D 5 ADJ None 24 7.75 Varmint $1,144

49 02338 CZ 457 Varmint Precision Trainer Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Carbon Fiber 
Composite Target D 5 ADJ None 16.5 7.1 Varmint $1,144

49 02358 CZ 457 Varmint Precision Trainer 22 LR Carbon Fiber 
Composite Target D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7.49 Varmint $1,144

49 02359 CZ 457 ProVarmint Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Laminate Target D 5 ADJ None 16.5 7.3 Varmint $588

50 02340 CZ 457 Varmint 22 LR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7 Varmint $542

50 02342 CZ 457 Varmint 17 HMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7 Varmint $542

50 02341 CZ 457 Varmint 22 WMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7 Varmint $542

50 02365 CZ 457 Varmint At-One 22 LR Laminate American D 5 ADJ None 16.5 7.23 Varmint $660

50 02366 CZ 457 Varmint At-One 22 LR Laminate American D 5 ADJ None 24 7.73 Varmint $660

50 02310 CZ 457 American 22 LR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 24.8 6.17 Sporter $496

50 02312 CZ 457 American 17 HMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 24.8 6.17 Sporter $496

50 02311 CZ 457 American 22 WMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 24.8 6.17 Sporter $496

50 02320 CZ 457 American Combo 22 LR &  
17 HMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 24.8 6.17 Sporter $628

50 02373 CZ 457 Royal 22 LR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 6.17 Sporter $739

50 02370 CZ 457 Royal 22 LR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 16.5 5.95 Sporter $739

51 02371 CZ 457 Premium 22 LR Walnut European D 5 ADJ ADJ 
Tangent 24.8 6.39 Sporter $765

51 02301 CZ 457 Lux 22 LR Walnut Lux w/ 
Cheekpiece D 5 ADJ ADJ 

Tangent 24.8 6.17 Sporter $528

51 02303 CZ 457 Lux 17 HMR Walnut Lux w/ 
Cheekpiece D 5 ADJ ADJ 

Tangent 24.8 6.17 Sporter $528

51 02302 CZ 457 Lux 22 WMR Walnut Lux w/ 
Cheekpiece D 5 ADJ ADJ 

Tangent 24.8 6.17 Sporter $528

51 02300 CZ 457 Training Rifle 22 LR Beechwood Lux D 5 ADJ ADJ 
Tangent 24.8 6.17 Sporter $449

51 02372 CZ 457 Jaguar 22 LR Beechwood European D 10 ADJ AJD 
Tangent 28.6 6.39 Sporter $522

52 02335 CZ 457 Scout 22 LR Beechwood Youth D 5 ADJ ADJ 16.5 4.92 Sporter $449

52 02266 CZ 512 American 22 WMR Walnut American D 5 NON-
ADJ None 20.5 5.48 Sporter $558

52 02161 CZ 512 Standard 22 WMR Beechwood American D 5 NON-
ADJ ADJ 20.5 6 Sporter $526

ADJ — Adjustable,  F — Fixed,  D — Detachable,  SST — Single Set Trigger

RIMFIRE SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING
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CZ 527 FEATURES
• True micro-length Mauser-style action
• Controlled round feed
• Cold hammer-forged barrel
• Single set trigger (except MTR)
• Detachable magazine
• 16mm scope dovetails milled into the 
   receiver
• Left-hand versions available in select 
   calibers
• Because they are built to CIP spec, all 
   CZ 223s are built to fire 5.56 
   ammunition. CIP spec doesn’t 
   differentiate between the two.

CZ 527
The smallest of our centerfire platforms, the CZ 527 has proven popular the 
world over. In Europe, it has won more awards in the “light rifle” category than 
any other rifle — ever.

Designed specifically for small-base centerfire calibers, it is a true micro-length 
Mauser action. With controlled round feed, a detachable single-stack magazine, 
a cold-hammer-forged barrel, integral 16mm dovetails and our renowned single 
set trigger, many people think it’s the ultimate small-caliber platform.

With such a small action, even longer-barreled Varmint models seem short 
and quick-handling. Whether you need a varmint chambering such as 17 Hornet 
or 204 Ruger, want to shoot deer or antelope with 6.5 Grendel or need to plink 
with steel-cased ammo in 223 Rem. or 7.62x39, we’ve got a 527 for the job.

CZ 527 AMERICAN 
SYNTHETIC SUPPRESSOR-READY

223 Rem., 6.5 Grendel, 7.62X39 | Synthetic/blue
Threaded for a suppressor, this short, handy 527 is equally happy shooting steel or taking down hogs. Chambered 

in 223, 6.5 Grendel or 7.62x39, the latter two have enough knock-down power for most medium game at shorter 
ranges, and with the addition of a suppressor, plinking can be quiet as can be! Muzzle threads are 1/2x28 in 223 Rem. 

and 5/8x24 in 6.5 Grendel and 7.62x39. 

CZ 527 VARMINT
17 Hornet, 204 Ruger, 223 Rem. | Turkish walnut/matte blue    

The Varmint retains all of the features that made the 527 famous, from its controlled round feed and claw extractor  
to its single set trigger and heavy cold hammer-forged barrel. Scope mounts are milled directly into the top of the 

forged, square bridge receiver (rings not included), and the rifle comes with a 5-round detachable box magazine.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 527 Varmint Suppressor-Ready — 6.5 Grendel, 5/8x24 muzzle threads

CZ 527 VARMINT MTR
223 Rem., 6.5 Grendel | Walnut/blue 

Tuned to perform, the Match Target Rifle is a bit different than most 527s. Not only does it have a heavier-than-normal 
barrel (measuring .866” at the muzzle), it also gets a fully-adjustable trigger very similar to the one found on the 557. 

Though it lacks the Single Set function of other 527s, this trigger is able to be finely adjusted and is a superb choice for 
target shooting where precision is required.  Its Turkish walnut stock is impressively ergonomic — with stippling in all 

the right places, a vertical pistol grip and a wide forend that’s perfect for riding a sandbag. 
The MTR is threaded for use with a suppressor (1/2x28 in 223, 5/8x24 in 6.5 Grendel).

CZ CENTERFIRE

CZ 527 AMERICAN
17 Hornet, 22 Hornet, 223 Rem., 204 Ruger, 6.5 Grendel, 7.62x39 | Walnut/blue 

The CZ 527 American features a classic American pattern stock, a sporter-weight hammer-forged barrel, a single set 
trigger and a recessed target crown. Made to be used with optics, the 527 American has a high, flat comb and the same 

16mm dovetail as all 527s milled directly into the action.  A recent addition to the many chamberings available is the 
increasingly popular (and for good reason!) 6.5 Grendel. A 24” barrel allows you to extract as much velocity as possible 

out of the potent little round, and accuracy comes courtesy of CZ’s cold-hammer-forged and lapped barrel. Since 2015, 
all CZs in 223 Rem. ship with a 1:9”-twist barrel for most bullets up to 70 grains.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 527 American Left-Hand — 223 Rem.

CZ 527 CARBINE
223 Rem., 7.62x39 | Walnut/blue  

The Carbine is an intermediate-range “brush gun.” Weighing in at less than 6 lbs, this handy rifle has a straight 
comb walnut stock and open sights. Our most popular model chambered in 7.62x39, it combines low recoil with 

effectiveness on medium-sized game such as deer and wild boar, making it ideal for beginning hunters. Both 
chamberings offered in the Carbine are economical to shoot given their service rifle heritage and the availability 

of surplus ammunition. Built to CIP specifications, our 7.62x39 chambers are ideal for shooting steel-cased surplus 
ammo. Designed to shoot .311 bullets, some American brass ammo may not perform as well as the imported steel-

cased variety because of SAAMI brass dimensions and varying bullet diameters.

CZ 527 LUX
22 Hornet, 223 Rem. | Walnut/blue 

The CZ 527 Lux has won more awards in the light rifle category in Europe than any other rifle — ever! Fitted with 
a Turkish walnut stock in the famous Bavarian pattern, the Lux is ideal for open-sight shooting, and the hooded 

front sight allows for a glare-free, crisp sight picture. Ships with a 5-round single-stack magazine. 

Optics, rings and suppressor not included.

Optics and rings not included.
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CZ 557 FEATURES
• Push feed action
• Square bridge receiver
• Cold-hammer-forged barrel
• Barrel lapped for accuracy
• Integral 19mm scope bases
• Two-position safety
• Adjustable trigger

CZ’s newest centerfire platform, the 557 is a departure from the Mauser-
style bolt found on 550 models. Instead, it has a short extractor and 
plunger-style ejector for smooth operation and enhanced ejection. The 
short extractor or “push feed” system also makes it easier to single load the 
rifle, which many shooters prefer for range work. 

With a receiver machined from steel billet, it wears CZ’s integral 19mm 
dovetails for mounting a scope. Equipped with a 2-position safety, the 
bolt can be cycled while the rifle is on “Safe.” To top it off, it comes with a 
fully adjustable trigger that allows the owner to tune weight, creep and 
overtravel to their liking. Paired with CZ’s legendary cold-hammer-forged, 
factory-lapped barrel, the resulting rifle is destined to become a treasured 
hunting companion.

CZ 557 AMERICAN
6.5x55, 270 Win, 30-06 (long action); 243 Win, 6.5 Creedmoor, 308 

Win (short action) | Walnut/blue
With a 24” version of our cold-hammer-forged and lapped barrel, the 557 American picks up where the  

short-barreled Sporter left off. The longer barrel squeezes a bit more velocity out of the chosen chamberings,  
and its American-pattern stock has a classic checkering design borrowed from our UHR. 

With a high comb and no sights, this rifle is intended for use with a scope, and built-in dovetails mean there are 
no bases required — allowing scopes to be mounted directly to the action and enabling a simpler, more robust 

attachment method.

CZ 557 LEFT-HAND
30-06 | Walnut/blue 
Left-handed shooters may not be a large group, but they sure are vocal! Bringing lefty-friendly operation to the 
medium-game chamberings are the 557 Left-Hand and Left-Hand Short Action. 
Built on the same CNCed action as the standard 557, the Left-Hand wears a handy, American-pattern stock paired 
with a 24” barrel to help squeeze a bit more energy out of the 30-06 chambering. The cold-hammer-forged and 
lapped barrel coupled to our tried-and-true 557 push-fed action mean this rifle will cut very respectable groups. 

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 557 Left-Hand Short Action — 308 Win

CZ 557 AMERICAN SYNTHETIC
6.5x55, 270 Win, 30-06 (long action); 243 Win, 6.5 Creedmoor, 308 Win      

(short action) | Synthetic/blue
Equipped with a black synthetic stock, this rifle is impressively ergonomic. Its high, flat comb is ideal for being 

behind a scope for long periods of time, while its grip radius and forend are very comfortable on the hands. With 
a soft-touch finish that grabs onto you, it’s the stock of choice for folks who know they’ll be putting a gun through 
the ringer. Whether that means busting brush on a deer drive or riding in a scabbard into the wilderness, the 557 

American Synthetic is up for the challenge. 

With a high comb and no sights, this rifle is intended for use with a scope, and built-in dovetails mean there are 
no bases required — allowing scopes to be mounted directly to the action and enabling a simpler, more robust 

attachment method.

CZ 557 VARMINT
308 Win. | Turkish walnut/blue 

Building on the incredibly precise 557 short action, the Varmint model adds a stout 25.6” barrel in a heavy 
profile that tapers to a 0.863” muzzle. Anchored in an incredibly ergonomic walnut stock, it has a healthy palm 

swell, laser-cut stippling and a flat forend. Matching the human form was the guiding principle in the stock’s 
development, the result is an incredibly comfortable rifle to lay behind, whether you’re punching paper, ringing 

steel or knocking off prairie dogs at great distances.

CZ CENTERFIRE

CZ 557

Optics and rings not included.

Optics and rings not included.

Optics and rings not included.
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Catalog SKU Model Caliber Stock Mag. 
Type

Mag. 
Cap. Trigger Sights

Barrel 
Length 

in

Weight 
lbs Barrel Profile MSRP

56 03086 CZ 527 American Synthetic Suppressor-Ready 7.62x39 Synthetic D 5 SST None 16.5 5.87 Sporter $766

56 03093 CZ 527 American Synthetic Suppressor-Ready 223 Rem. Synthetic D 5 SST None 16.5 5.87 Sporter $766

56 03094 CZ 527 American Synthetic Suppressor-Ready 6.5 Grendel Synthetic D 5 SST None 16.5 5.87 Sporter $766

57 03066 CZ 527 Varmint 17 Hornet Walnut D 5 SST None 24 7.5 Varmint $747

57 03045 CZ 527 Varmint 204 Ruger Walnut D 5 SST None 24 7.5 Varmint $752

57 03072 CZ 527 Varmint 223 Rem. Walnut D 5 SST None 25.6 7.8 Varmint $747

57 03036 CZ 527 Varmint Suppressor-Ready 6.5 Grendel Walnut D 5 SST None 25.6 7.8 Varmint $779

57 03078 CZ 527 Varmint MTR 223 Rem. Walnut D 5 ADJ None 25.6 8.7 Heavy Varmint $879

57 03079 CZ 527 Varmint MTR 6.5 Grendel Walnut D 5 ADJ None 25.6 8.7 Heavy Varmint $879

56 03065 CZ 527 American 17 Hornet Walnut D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $752

56 03020 CZ 527 American 22 Hornet Walnut D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $752

56 03019 CZ 527 American 223 Rem. Walnut D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $752

56 03024 CZ 527 American 204 Ruger Walnut D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $752

56 03088 CZ 527 American 6.5 Grendel Walnut D 5 SST None 24 6.41 Sporter $752

56 03087 CZ 527 American 7.62x39 Walnut D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $752

56 03092 CZ 527 American LH 223 Rem. Walnut D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $787

57 03050 CZ 527 Carbine 7.62x39 Walnut D 5 SST Iron 18.5 5.94 Sporter $752

57 03071 CZ 527 Carbine 223 Rem. Walnut D 5 SST Iron 18.5 5.94 Sporter $752

57 03001 CZ 527 Lux 22 Hornet Walnut D 5 SST Iron 23.6 6.95 Sporter $752

57 03004 CZ 527 Lux 223 Rem. Walnut D 5 SST Iron 23.6 6.95 Sporter $752

58 04832 CZ 557 American 6.5x55 Walnut F 5 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $871

58 04833 CZ 557 American 270 Win. Walnut F 5 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $871

58 04831 CZ 557 American 30-06 Walnut F 5 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $871

58 04835 CZ 557 American Short Action 243 Win. Walnut D 4 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $871

58 04836 CZ 557 American Short Action 6.5 Creedmoor Walnut D 4 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $871

58 04834 CZ 557 American Short Action 308 Win. Walnut D 4 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $871

59 04842 CZ 557 American Synthetic 6.5x55 Synthetic F 5 ADJ None 24 6.83 Sporter $792

59 04843 CZ 557 American Synthetic 270 Win. Synthetic F 5 ADJ None 24 6.83 Sporter $792

59 04841 CZ 557 American Synthetic 30-06 Synthetic F 5 ADJ None 24 6.83 Sporter $792

59 04845 CZ 557 American Synthetic Short Action 243 Win. Synthetic D 4 ADJ None 24 6.83 Sporter $792

59 04846 CZ 557 American Synthetic Short Action 6.5 Creedmoor Synthetic D 4 ADJ None 24 6.83 Sporter $792

59 04844 CZ 557 American Synthetic Short Action 308 Win. Synthetic D 4 ADJ None 24 6.83 Sporter $792

59 04870 CZ 557 Left-Hand 30-06 Walnut F 5 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $865

59 04871 CZ 557 Left-Hand Short Action 308 Win. Walnut D 4 ADJ None 24 7.05 Sporter $865

59 04815 CZ 557 Varmint 308 Win. Walnut D 10 ADJ None 26.5 10.89 Varmint $890

60 04200 CZ 550 Safari Magnum 375 H&H Mag. Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,252

60 04201 CZ 550 Safari Magnum 416 Rigby Walnut F 3 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,358

60 04202 CZ 550 Safari Magnum 458 Win. Mag. Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,358

60 04210 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Field Grade 458 Lott Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,389

60 04211 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Field Grade 375 H&H Mag. Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,252

60 04212 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Field Grade 416 Rigby Walnut F 3 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,358

60 04213 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Field Grade 458 Win. Mag. Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,358

60 04214 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Field Grade 505 Gibbs Walnut F 3 SST Express 24 10.94 Heavy Sporter $3,220

60 04310 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Fancy Grade 458 Lott Fancy Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,999

60 04311 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Fancy Grade 375 H&H Mag. Fancy Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,999

60 04312 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Fancy Grade 416 Rigby Fancy Walnut F 3 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,999

60 04313 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Fancy Grade 458 Win. Mag. Fancy Walnut F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,999

60 04710 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Aramid 
Composite 458 Lott Aramid Com-

posite F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,813

60 04711 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Aramid 
Composite 375 H&H Mag. Aramid Com-

posite F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,757

60 04712 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Aramid 
Composite 416 Rigby Aramid Com-

posite F 3 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,757

60 04713 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Aramid 
Composite 458 Win. Mag. Aramid Com-

posite F 5 SST Express 25 9.1 Heavy Sporter $1,757

ADJ — adjustable,  F — fixed,  D — detachable,  HF — hammer forged,  SST — Single Set Trigger

CZ 550 MAGNUM FEATURES
• Mauser-style controlled round feed action
• Square bridge receiver
• Cold-hammer-forged barrel
• Barrel lapped for accuracy
• Integral 19mm scope bases
• Two-position safety
• Single set trigger

Known worldwide as the Brno 602, the 550 Safari Magnum has long 
ruled the roost when it comes to magnum capacity. A classic go-to 
for African professional hunters, many 602s are still riding the rack 
after many decades in the field. In the staple 375 H&H chambering, 
the 550 Magnum will hold one in the chamber and five in the mag, 
giving it more rounds on tap when dangerous game wants to get up 
close and personal.

With the controlled round feed of the Mauser system, there’s no 
chance to short-shuck the action when under stress, meaning 
positive ejection and sure feeding when the chips are down. With 
several configurations to choose from, the 550 Safari Magnums offer 
good looks, great value and most importantly — rock-solid reliability.

CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM
375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag., 416 Rigby | Field grade walnut/blue 

Known worldwide as the 602 Brno, the CZ 550 Safari Magnum is a true full-size magnum, not a smaller action 
blown out to barely hold the cartridge. The rifle of choice for most Professional Hunters in Africa, odds are that the 

rifle backing you up on a dangerous game hunt was made by CZ. Features include 3-leaf express sights 
(1 standing, 2 folding), hammer-forged barrel and single set trigger. The stock is made from select Turkish walnut 

and has a classic safari shape. The controlled round feed and fixed ejector make this rifle reliable enough for heavy 
and dangerous game, while the reasonable heft helps tame the recoil. 

CZ 550 AMERICAN SAFARI 
MAGNUM FIELD GRADE

375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag., 416 Rigby, 458 Lott, 505 Gibbs | Field grade walnut/blue
The American model retains the quality and reliability of the original CZ 550 Safari Magnum, but is fitted into an 

American-pattern stock with a straight comb, making it ideal for use with optics. It still retains the back-up express 
sights in case the optic goes down or tight confines dictate the optic needs to be removed. 

MODEL VARIANTS:
CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Walnut Fancy Grade — Fancy grade walnut

CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Aramid Composite — Composite stock

CZ 550 MAGNUM

CENTERFIRE SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING
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CZ ALL-TERRAIN

Clad in OD Green and walnut – these shotguns stand out without being ostentatious. The 
muted green Cerakote finish makes them ideal for field work, increasing their hardiness and 
making them near impervious to the elements, and sling points make adding a shoulder 
sling easy. 

The stand-out feature included on the break-open variants in this series is a small but 
revolutionary (and patent pending!) addition to their actions. To make them more ideal for 
use in a duck blind or while handling dogs and equipment in the field, each of the 
All-Terrain over/unders and side-by-sides has a set of rare earth magnets installed in their 
extractor or ejectors. With these magnets in place, most modern shells are retained 
in the gun even when the gun is turned upside-down. This makes loading them 
easy in a pit blind or boat, and never will a dog-handler accidentally dump shells 
out of their gun while bending over to work with their dog.

CZ DRAKE ALL-TERRAIN 
Built on our most affordable over/under platform, this Drake is all business. Without some of the flairs 

of our other shotguns, it has a robust single extractor, mid-rib delete and a few little hand-engraved 
touches. A single selectable trigger allows the user to choose which barrel fires first, and five extended 

chokes give plenty of control of shot constriction. 

CZ REDHEAD PREMIER ALL-TERRAIN
With a bit more flair than the Drake above, the Redhead Premier All-Terrain has auto ejectors that kick 
empty hulls out of the action, more hand-engraved embellishments on the action and a solid mid-rib 

that adds a little weight and a classy look while giving the gun a smoother swing. Unlike others in the All-
Terrain series that only have a 28” barrel length, the Redhead can also be had with 30” barrels if so desired.  

CZ UPLAND ULTRALIGHT ALL-TERRAIN
The lightweight in the crew, the Upland Ultralight All-Terrain incorporates features that have long made  
the Upland Ultralights favorites of bird hunters who put on the miles. With an aluminum action, mid-rib  

delete and hollowed-out butt stock, this shotgun shaves some key ounces, meaning it doesn’t weigh  
you down in the field. 

CZ BOBWHITE G2 ALL-TERRAIN
Side-by-sides are seeing a surge in popularity and this double-barrel is the hardiest by far of our 

offerings. With double triggers, an English-style straight grip and a splinter forend, the Bobwhite G2 

All-Terrain adds the features of the All-Terrain series minus one — we left off the extended chokes to 

give it a bit more classic appearance!

CZ 1012 ALL-TERRAIN
The only semi-auto in the bunch, the 1012 All-Terrain combines our hardy and reliable inertia action 

with a robust ceramic Cerakote finish. With sling swivels and extended chokes, it makes an excellent 
all-around hunting shotgun, easily slung while carrying decoy bags or trekking in to a turkey spot. 
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CZ COMPETITION

CZ ALL-AMERICAN SINGLE TRAP
A single-shot version of the All-American above, the Single Trap combines all the adjustability of its 

predecessor with a handful of improvements for the sport of singles trap. It is a dedicated singles 
gun, with a correspondingly shorter action (so sadly it doesn’t accept standard All-American barrel 

sets). With available barrel lengths of 30”, 32” and 34”, all are ported and have a wide beavertail forend, 
high rib and a small white mid-bead with a large white front bead. Built for high round counts, it also 

features drop-in locking blocks and replaceable hinge pins.

CZ ALL-AMERICAN TRAP COMBO
For those shooters who need a versatile competition gun, this All-American is ideal for trap singles, 

doubles and sporting clays. With two included barrel sets, it can be fitted with the 32” double barrels 
or the 32” unsingle barrel with its dial-adjustable rib (from 100% high down to 50/50). All barrels have 

lengthened forcing cones and porting to reduce recoil.  Just like the standard All-American, this variant 
has heaps of adjusability — length of pull (14 1/2” to 15 1/2”), 4-way adjustable parallel comb, toe in/

toe out and an adjustable reach to the trigger (with 3/8” of adjustment). A wide array of chokes are 
included, and the same premium internals and replaceable parts ensure that this shotgun can stay in 

the game as it racks up rounds. 

CZ ALL-AMERICAN
A purpose-built target gun, the All-American is packed with features that make it excel at busting clays 

and the rigorous shooting schedule of competition. Available in 30” or 32” barrel lengths, it features 
lengthened forcing cones and porting to reduce recoil. A wealth of adjustable features help tune the 

fit to its owner, with an adjustable length of pull (14 1/2” to 15 1/2”), 4-way adjustable parallel comb, toe 
in/toe out and an adjustable reach to the trigger (with 3/8” of adjustment). Premium internals include 

firing pins that ride in bushings, drop-in locking blocks and replaceable hinge pins for as the round-
counts climb and the gun loosens up. A mechanical trigger and manual safety increase reliability, and 

five extended, knurled chokes allow for quick constriction changes on the course.

CZ REDHEAD PREMIER TARGET
The Redhead Premier Target is assembled like the standard Redhead Premier but with a different 

purpose in mind — it’s designed to crush clay targets, plain and simple! It comes fitted with a special 
Monte Carlo stock that keeps the gun on your shoulder while keeping your head up to see the clays. 

Add to that a healthy right-hand palm swell, 30” barrels and a stepped rib designed for rising trap 
targets — it’s the perfect choice for those wanting to own a true target gun at an affordable price. 
Shipped with a set of black extended and knurled choke tubes, the Redhead Target has laser-cut 

checkering and a 1-piece CNCed receiver. This target gun can be had in 12 or 20 gauge.

CZ SCTP STERLING
After several years spent homing in on the ideal shotgun for female shooters, an interesting truth 

presented itself  — those unique dimensions required to fit women with long necks and slender faces 
are nearly interchangeable with those needed to properly fit many youth shooters both male and 

female! As the product photo demonstrates, these dimensions create a stock that looks very different 
from most other shotguns, allowing these shooters to keep their heads up and eyes on target. A 4-way 

adjustable comb helps fine-tune the fit and increased pitch makes it much more comfortable to 
shoulder (clocking in at around 8o). 

This classy shotgun is chambered in 12 gauge with 28" or 30” barrels and handles 2¾" and 3" shells.

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ SCTP Sterling Southpaw — Cast on for left-handed shooters

CZ SHARP-TAIL TARGET
This target side-by-side carries all of the mechanics as the Sharp-Tail but with a 30” barrel and a 14¾” 

length of pull. Originally designed to tackle side-by-side sporting clays events, it is a classy double gun 
that doesn’t carry the accustomed weighty price tag. Equipped with a set of extended, knurled black 

choke tubes, it’s the perfect choice for a clay shooter or gentleman hunter.

CZ 712 G2 TARGET
Equipped with a soft-recoiling gas piston system and larger, more comfortable target-style stock, 

the 712 Target is a joy to shoot. Its soft-shooting nature and affordable price make a favorite for youth 
shooters and many others looking for a target shotgun that won't break the bank.

Right at home on the trap field, the Target's 30" barrel has a stepped rib that helps drop the shotgun 
out of the shooter's line of sight. With a hardy matte black chrome finish and 5 interchangeable choke 

tubes, this target gun can easily pull double duty chasing both birds and clays.

CZ 612 TARGET
One classy pump gun, the 612 Target is fitted with Select grade wood in a glossy oil finish while the 

metalwork gets a deep polished blue. With a factory-tuned trigger system, raised rib and comfortable 
Monte Carlo stock, it's ready to kill some clays. An assortment of stock shims help users adjust drop and 

cast to achieve a better fit, while a set of extended chokes and a pair of white beads round out  
the package. 

Now in 20 gauge!
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CZ OVER/UNDER

CZ UPLAND ULTRALIGHT
An over/under on a diet, we trimmed weight from the Upland Ultralight by building it on a CNCed 

alloy receiver, foregoing the mid-rib and hollowing out the buttstock. Though this doesn't necessarily 
make it the ideal choice for a day on the sporting clays course, it excels in the field  — with the 20 gauge 

version clocking the scales at just 5.8 lbs! 

To make things simple, a single extractor lifts shells to hand as the action is opened. Barrel lengths are 
28” in 12 gauge and 26” in 20 — each with interchangeable chokes (shipped with a set of five). Laser-cut 

checkering and a hard matte chrome finish round out the stats.

CZ REAPER MAGNUM AP®
With 3 1/2” chambers, short barrels and a camo finish, the 12 gauge Reaper Magnum is built to slay 
turkeys! Offering what single-barrel turkey guns cannot, this magnum shotgun allows a hunter to 

equip two vastly different chokes, allowing the choice of short range or long range constriction with 
the flip of the barrel selector switch. 

Shorter 26" barrels make it more maneuverable in the woods or blind, while the top removeable Pica-
tinny-style rail makes adding an optic easy as can be. Polymer stocks clad in camouflage help it blend 

in, and adding a sling is simplified with QD swivels front and back. The Reaper Magnum ships with five 
extended interchangeable chokes, including an extra full. 

CZ REDHEAD PREMIER
A mainstay in our lineup, the Redhead Premier is truly an all-purpose shotgun. Auto-ejectors propel 

spent shells from the chambers, and a solid mid-rib gives it a classy look and a more deliberate swing. 
Equally at home on the sporting clays course or in the field chasing roosters, its wrap-around checker-

ing provides plenty of purchase. 

Available in 12, 16 and 20 gauges, the Redhead is fitted with 26” or 28” barrels (16 gauge is 28” only) with 
a classy white bead atop the rib. A single selectable trigger and five flush mount chokes are included in 

its hard protective case (16 gauge guns are fixed IC/MOD choke). 

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ Redhead Premier Reduced Length — 20 gauge with 24" barrels and 13" length of pull

CZ DRAKE 
There is no doubt in our minds that the Drake is the best bang for the buck in the over/under category. 

Built on our one-piece CNCed receiver, the Drake has a single selectable trigger, meaning you can 
choose whether to fire top barrel or bottom barrel first. With a simple, robust extractor to lift spent 

shells, the Drake sheds some weight with a mid-rib delete. 

The Drake can be had in 12, 20, 28 or .410 chamberings, all fitted with Turkish Walnut furniture with 
sharp laser-cut checkering that sticks them in the hand. With 28" barrels and five interchangeable 

chokes (except for .410, which has fixed IC/Mod barrels), the Drake ships in a protective hard case.

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ Drake Southpaw — Cast on for left-handed shooters, 12 or 20 gauge

CZ QUAIL 
Nearly identical to the Drake above, what sets the Quail apart is a slightly shorter length of pull that 

makes it more comfortable to carry and shoot for youth shooters and hunters. The mid-rib delete trims 
a noticeable amount of weight from the muzzle end, making it easier to shoulder and swing. 

Chambered in 20 gauge and fitted with 28" barrels, the Quail comes in at a very respectable price 
point, making it a much more attainable investment than most similarly-equipped youth shotguns.

Once broken in a bit, extractor guns tend to be substantially easier to open than their ejector 
counterparts, and this gun is no exception. A single extractor lifts spent shells from the chambers, and 

the shotgun ships with five interchangeable chokes. 

CZ SWAMP MAGNUM MAX5®
If you ask Bruce Horrell, host of CZ-USA's Gun Dog TV, why he shoots 3 1/2" shells, he'll answer, "Because 

they don't make 4 inch." For the folks who want to dish out the heat on waterfowl, we've got the over/
under to do it with. 

The only over/under in our line that has an automatic safety, it engages every time the action is opened, 
giving an added level of safety to the duck blind. The hardy polymer stock will take a beating much 

better than wood — an inevitability in waterfowling. This 3 1/2" chambered 12 gauge has 30" barrels and 
was born to knock big birds from the sky.

CZ SUPREME FIELD 
Whether you're a clayshooter or a hunter, nothing quite matches the feeling of shooting a bespoke 
shotgun. We do a number of custom, built-to-order shotguns each year and wanted to introduce a 

high-grade production gun that carries the flair of these customs but at a bit better price point.
With deep relief engravings cut by hand, the Supreme Field is fitted to a Grade III stock that shows off 

the grain structures that Turkish walnut is famous for. With our one-piece CNCed receiver, the Supreme 
Field is chambered in 12, 20 and 28, with automatic ejectors standard on all three gauges. Its full forend 

is sharply-checkered and a solid mid-rib both adds to the class and gives this 28" barreled shotgun a 
smooth swing. Shipped in a protective hard case with five interchangeable extended chokes.

CZ WINGSHOOTER ELITE
One of the classiest shotguns in its price range, the Wingshooter Elite has faux sideplates that are 

ornately hand-engraved, reminiscent of our custom-grade guns that cost much more. It carries all of 
the best features in our over/under line, with our one-piece CNCed receiver, single selectable trigger, 

solid mid-ribs, ejectors and a two-tone hard-chromed finish. Add to that laser-cut checkering, a pistol-
grip stock and a white bead, and it’s hard to find a more elegant shotgun for the money.

Available in 12 and 20 gauges with 3” chambers, selectable 28” barrels, Turkish walnut stocks, indepen-
dent auto ejectors and 5 flush-mount choke tubes.

Now in 16 gauge!

Now with 3” chambers 
in 28 gauge!

13 3/4” length of pull

Now with 3” chambers 
in 28 gauge!
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CZ SIDE-BY-SIDE
CZ SHARP-TAIL

With a single selectable mechanical trigger and pistol grip, the Sharp-Tail is one of the sharpest-look-
ing side-by-sides on the market. Built around a lithe one-piece CNCed receiver, the metalwork is 

finished in a beautiful color case. With independent floating firing pins, coil-spring-operated hammers 
and redesigned sears, the result is longer life and greater consistency.  

Available in 12, 16, 20, 28 and .410 with 28” barrels, Turkish walnut stocks, and a robust single extractor. 
12, 20 and 28 gauges ship with five interchangeable chokes, while 16 and .410 have fixed IC/Mod barrels.

CZ SHARP-TAIL COACH
With the same slender action of the Sharp-Tail as well as its single selectable trigger, the Sharp-Tail 

Coach is a more modern coach gun than our hammered version below. With a mechanical trigger and 
a manual safety, it has a single extractor that lifts shells for removal. Its 20" barrels are cylinder bore and 

it can be had in 12 or 20 gauge and will chamber 2¾" or 3" shells. 

CZ BOBWHITE G2
Back by popular demand and better than ever, the Bobwhite G2 is still a double-trigger gun with an 

English-style grip — but now with a CNCed receiver, upgraded internals, a hardier receiver finish and a 
price that's hard to beat. 

The straight stock makes busting brush easier, and the double triggers allow for quick choke decisions 
when a a bird busts at distance. Shipped with five interchangeable chokes, it has 28" barrels and can be 

had in 12, 20 or 28 gauge. 

Between the straight stock and new action design, the Bobwhite is downright dainty in the smaller 
gauges, and in 28 gauge it's tipping the scales at just 5 1/2 lbs. Our tough black chrome finish on barrels 

and receiver mean this side-by-side will be less prone to rust than a blued gun. Light and rugged, it's a 
shotgun built to do work. 

CZ HAMMER CLASSIC
A modern incarnation of the fowling piece of old, the Hammer Classic has fully-functional hammers 

and long 30" barrels. Built to handle modern loads, both hammer models have a true side lock frame 
design and 3" chambers. Dual triggers and color case finish round out the look, and five flush inter-

changeable chokes lend modern functionality. 

CZ HAMMER COACH
The chopped-down version of the Hammer Classic, the Coach is popular with Cowboy Action shooters 
who want a period-correct firearm that can handle modern loads. With fully-functional hammers and 
dual triggers, short 20" barrels, color case finish and cylinder bore barrels, the Hammer Coach will dish 

out birdshot, buckshot or slugs up to 3" in length  — take your pick! 

Now with 3” chambers 
in 28 gauge!

Now with 3” chambers 
in 28 gauge!
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CZ 1012 SYNTHETIC WATERFOWL CAMO 
The same clean-running gas-less system 1012 is also available in a hardy synthetic-stocked variant.  

Clad in waterfowl camo, it'll eat even the hottest 3" magnum loads out there. 

CZ 1012 SYNTHETIC 
If camo isn’t your thing, we’ve got a hardy black synthetic version of the 1012 as well. With silver bolt and 

controls, it’s a workhorse shotgun that can do it all!

CZ 1012 SYNTHETIC BOTTOMLANDS® 
With one of the most iconic camo patterns of all time, the 1012 Bottomlands® is a bird-hunting machine. 

Using the same uber-reliable inertia semi-auto system that was used to set a clayshooting World Record in 
2019, this auto-loader is built for abuse. Whether it’s a duck boat or a grueling 12-hour torture test, the 1012 is 

specifically designed to run a wide variety of ammunition while receiving minimal maintenance.

CZ 1012 
The next evolution in our semi-auto shotgun line, the 1012 uses a gas-less operating system. Instead of 
redirecting gas from the barrel to run the action, the 1012 uses a spring within the bolt to store energy 

during the shotgun's recoil, spending this energy a split second later to rotate and unlock the twin lugs 
from the barrel extension and withdraw the spent shell.

The major advantage of this gas-less system is the less stringent maintenance schedule. Unlike gas guns 
that need periodic cleaning of the piston and magazine tube, the 1012's needs are vastly fewer. During 
our testing, we pushed 1012s to 5,000 rounds without a drop of oil or cleaning of any sort, while experi-

encing zero parts breakage or malfunctions. In normal use, the occasional cleaning and oiling should be 
more than enough. 

Additionally, the gas-less system itself is tuned to run a wider variety of shells — from light-recoiling 
target loads up to the smoking hot 3" magnums currently on the market.

MODEL VARIANTS: 
CZ 1012 Bronze — Bronze receiver 

CZ 1012 Grey — Grey receiver

CZ SEMI-AUTO
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CZ SEMI-AUTO

CZ 712 G2 
The CZ 712 is our tried-and-true gas-operated semi-automatic that enabled CZ-USA's David Miller to set 
a new world record, breaking 3653 clays in 1 hour. Built on a lightweight alloy receiver, it accepts 2¾" and 
3” shells and is an all-arounder, a great choice for upland game, waterfowl or clays. The barrel on the 712 

is chrome-lined and has a matte black hard chrome exterior that will resist corrosion for many seasons in 
the field. Fit with a Turkish walnut stock, the G2 version adds laser-engraved checkering, right-hand palm 

swell as well as a barrel lock ring to make assembly easier.

CZ 912 G2
A great choice for the bird hunter or recreational clay shooter, the 912 is built on an alloy receiver and 
finished in a high-gloss black chrome. Though similar in many respects to the 712, the 912 houses its 

action spring in the buttstock, making cleaning the gas system even easier. 

With modern stock lines, a 28" barrel and a ventilated butt pad to soak up recoil, the 912 will hold 4+1 in 
the mag tube and is designed to shoot everything from standard field loads all the way up to 3” magnum  

hunting loads.

CZ 920 G2
The 20 gauge version of our 912, the 920 is a classy little semi-auto. Its aluminum action is scaled down for 

20 gauge, making it light and handy, while its 28” barrel lets it swing more smoothly. Shipped with five 
interchangeable chokes, the 920 is tuned for standard hunting loads in 2 3/4” or 3” and holds 4+1 in the 

magazine.

CZ 720 G2 REDUCED LENGTH
Built for smaller-statured shooters, this version of our 20 gauge 720 has a shorter 13” length of pull and a 

24” barrel. Shipped with five choke tubes, this soft-shooting semi-auto makes a great first shotgun!

MODEL VARIANT: 
CZ 720 G2 — Standard 14 1/2” length of pull, 26” barrel 

CZ 712 G2 UTILITY
The Utility is exactly that — an all-purpose tool good for anything from home protection to pest control 
on the farm. Its small size makes it a very handy shotgun that is easy to stash, whether behind the truck 

seat or behind the closet door, allowing it to be there when you need it most. Chambered for 2¾"  
and 3" shells.

13” length of pull
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CZ PUMP ACTION

CZ 612 MAGNUM WATERFOWL 
Built for the goose blind, the 612 Magnum Waterfowl boasts the perfect waterfowl camo pattern 

combined with a 3½” chamber for magnum shotshells. This machine is the best tool for making big 
birds fall from the sky. The 612 Magnum Waterfowl ships with 5 extended black choke tubes.

Available in 12 gauge with a 28” barrel, the Magnum Waterfowl is hydrodipped in camo and will 
chamber 2¾", 3" and 3 1/2" shells.

CZ 612 MAGNUM TURKEY 
The 612 Magnum Turkey was created for the turkey woods and is finished in camo to match. This pump 

gun comes equipped with two chokes, one extra-full to deliver maximum pellets to the kill zone and 
one modified for upland hunting and steel shot.  

Available in 12 gauge with a 26” barrel, the Magnum Turkey has camo-dipped polymer stocks and will 
chamber 2¾", 3" and 3 1/2" shells.

CZ 612 FIELD 
Simple, strong and smooth, the 612 Field is designed to shoot everything from targets to turkeys. With 

dual action bars and an aircraft alloy reciever, the Field wears a Turkish walnut stock with an oil finish 
that's easy to touch up through the years. Fitted with a 28" barrel with a brass bead, metalwork is a 

matte blue. 

Chambered for 2¾" and 3” shells and supplied with three chokes, it’s the hardest-working shotgun in 
our line.

CZ 628 FIELD SELECT 
For those who want a light, classy pump gun to carry in the field, we put together the perfect shotgun. 
Built on a gauge-specific 7075 aluminum action, this 28 gauge has a deep glossy blue finish and select 

grade Turkish Walnut. A set of interchangeable chokes lets you tune constriction and the full forend 
and pistol grip help make this lithe shotgun feel good in the hands. With a 28" barrel, the 628 clocks 
in at just 5.4 lbs, lightening the load for those full days chasing birds. The 628 is chambered for 2 3/4" 

shells.

MODEL VARIANT:
CZ 620 Field Select — 20 gauge, 3" chamber

Fitted with select 
grade wood!
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Barrel 
Length 
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Overall 
Length in Chokes Ejector Length of 

Pull in

Avg. 
Weight 

lbs
MSRP

64 06356 CZ 1012 All-Terrain 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $690

65 06410 CZ Drake All-Terrain 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended 14 1/2 7 $791

65 06411 CZ Drake All-Terrain 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $791

65 06468 CZ Redhead Premier All-Terrain 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended X 14 1/2 7.9 $1,123

65 06476 CZ Redhead Premier All-Terrain 12 23/4 – 3 30 473/4 5 Extended X 14 1/2 8.0 $1,123

65 06474 CZ Redhead Premier All-Terrain 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended X 14 1/2 6.9 $1,123

65 06479 CZ Redhead Premier All-Terrain 20 23/4 – 3 30 473/4 5 Extended X 14 1/2 7.0 $1,123

65 06462 CZ Upland Ultralight All-Terrain 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.3 $890

65 06467 CZ Upland Ultralight All-Terrain 20 23/4 – 3 28 433/4 5 Extended 14 1/2 5.9 $890

65 06393 CZ Bobwhite G2 All-Terrain 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7.3 $828

65 06394 CZ Bobwhite G2 All-Terrain 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.0 $828

66 06585 CZ All-American 12 23/4 – 3 30 48 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2- 15 1/2 8.5 $2,572

66 06586 CZ All-American 12 23/4 – 3 32 50 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2- 15 1/2 8.5 $2,572

66 06500 CZ All-American Single Trap 12 23/4 30 48 5 Extended Black 14 1/2- 15 1/2 8.5 $1,369

66 06501 CZ All-American Single Trap 12 23/4 32 50 5 Extended Black 14 1/2- 15 1/2 8.5 $1,369

66 06502 CZ All-American Single Trap 12 23/4 34 52 5 Extended Black 14 1/2- 15 1/2 8.5 $1,369

66 06582 CZ All-American Trap Combo 12 23/4 – 3 32 501/2 Assorted X 14 1/2- 15 1/2 8.5 $3,471

67 06459 CZ Redhead Premier Target 12 23/4 – 3 30 481/4 5 Extended Black X 14 3/4 8 $1,430

67 06458 CZ Redhead Premier Target 20 23/4 – 3 30 481/4 5 Extended Black X 14 3/4 7 $1,430

67 06491 CZ SCTP Sterling 12 23/4 – 3 28 445/8 5 X 14 7.5 $1,361

67 06484 CZ SCTP Sterling 12 23/4 – 3 30 465/8 5 X 14 7.7 $1,399

67 06490 CZ SCTP Sterling Southpaw 12 23/4 – 3 28 445/8 5 X 14 7.5 $1,361

67 06495 CZ SCTP Sterling Southpaw 12 23/4 – 3 30 465/8 5 X 14 7.7 $1,399

67 06416 CZ Sharp-Tail Target 12 23/4 – 3 30 475/8 5 Extended Black 14 3/4 7.5 $1,361

67 06435 CZ 712 G2 Target 12 23/4 – 3 30 511/2 5 14 3/4 7.6 $701

67 06578 CZ 612 Target 12 23/4 – 3 32 521/2 3 Extended 14 1/2 7.3 $567

68 06092 CZ Drake 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7 $655

68 06093 CZ Drake 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.5 $655

68 06413 CZ Drake 28 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6 $702

68 06489 CZ Drake .410 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 Fixed IC, Mod 14 1/2 6 $702

68 06486 CZ Drake Southpaw 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7 $655

68 06487 CZ Drake Southpaw 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.5 $655

68 06483 CZ Quail 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 13 3/4 6.3 $629

68 06085 CZ Upland Ultralight 12 23/4 – 3 26 433/4 5 14 1/2 6 $786

68 06419 CZ Upland Ultralight 20 23/4 – 3 26 433/4 5 14 1/2 5.2 $786

68 06470 CZ Redhead Premier 12 23/4 – 3 26 433/4 5 X 14 1/2 7.7 $988

68 06471 CZ Redhead Premier 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 7.9 $988

68 06478 CZ Redhead Premier 16 23/4 28 453/4 Fixed IC, Mod X 14 1/2 8 $988

68 06472 CZ Redhead Premier 20 23/4 – 3 26 433/4 5 X 14 1/2 6.7 $988

68 06473 CZ Redhead Premier 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 6.9 $988

68 06469 CZ Redhead Reduced Length 20 23/4 – 3 24 401/2 5 X 13 6 $926

69 06455 CZ Wingshooter Elite 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 7.4 $1,102

69 06456 CZ Wingshooter Elite 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 6.9 $1,102

69 06464 CZ Supreme Field 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 7.9 $1,784

69 06465 CZ Supreme Field 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 6.9 $1,784

69 06412 CZ Supreme Field 28 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 6 $1,784

69 06588 CZ Reaper Magnum 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 26 441/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 7 $993

69 06583 CZ Swamp Magnum Camo 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 30 481/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 7.1 $1,075

70 06390 CZ Bobwhite G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7.3 $655

70 06391 CZ Bobwhite G2 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.0 $655

70 06414 CZ Bobwhite G2 28 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 5.5 $702

71 06401 CZ Sharp-Tail 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7.3 $1,072

71 06402 CZ Sharp-Tail 16 23/4 28 453/4 Fixed IC, Mod 14 1/2 7.3 $1,072

71 06403 CZ Sharp-Tail 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.3 $1,072

71 06415 CZ Sharp-Tail 28 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 5.9 $1,289

71 06407 CZ Sharp-Tail .410 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 Fixed IC, Mod 14 1/2 5.9 $1,289

71 06417 CZ Sharp-Tail Coach 12 23/4 – 3 20 371/2 Fixed Cyl, Cyl 14 1/2 6.7 $1,006

71 06418 CZ Sharp-Tail Coach 20 23/4 – 3 20 371/2 Fixed Cyl, Cyl 14 1/2 6.7 $1,006

71 06131 CZ Hammer Classic 12 23/4 – 3 30 471/2 5 14 1/2 7.5 $1,010

71 06130 CZ Hammer Coach 12 23/4 – 3 20 371/2 Fixed Cyl, Cyl 14 1/2 6.7 $968

72 06350 CZ 1012 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $659

72 06353 CZ 1012 Bronze 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $659

72 06354 CZ 1012 Grey 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $659

73 06355 CZ 1012 Synthetic Bottomlands® 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $690

73 06352 CZ 1012 Synthetic Waterfowl Camo 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $749

73 06351 CZ 1012 Synthetic 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 Extended 14 1/2 6.5 $659

74 06431 CZ 712 G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 14 1/2 7.4 $518

74 06430 CZ 712 G2 12 23/4 - 3 26 47 5 14 1/2 7.3 $518

75 06429 CZ 712 G2 Utility 12 23/4 – 3 20 41 5 14 1/2 6.6 $518

75 06439 CZ 720 G2 Reduced Length 20 23/4 – 3 24 431/2 5 13 6.3 $518

75 06440 CZ 720 G2 20 23/4 – 3 26 47 5 14 1/2 6.3 $528

75 06045 CZ 912 G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 47 5 14 1/2 7.3 $561

75 06048 CZ 920 G2 20 23/4 – 3 28 47 5 14 1/2 6.4 $573

76 06540 CZ 612 Field 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 3 14 1/2 6.2 $389

76 06533 CZ 612 Magnum Turkey 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 26 463/4 2 14 1/2 6.8 $429

76 06532 CZ 612 Magnum Waterfowl 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 28 483/4 5 Extended Black 14 1/2 6.8 $429

76 06576 CZ 628 Field Select 28 23/4 28 481/8 5 14 1/2 5.4 $429

76 06574 CZ 620 Field Select 20 23/4 – 3 28 483/8 5 14 1/2 5.8 $429
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